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Note Book

I was going to write a very
lofty column this week about
• very annoying local problem,
but every time I sat down at
the typewriter I kept thinking
about a very unusual outing
I had last Sunday that might
possibly interest you.
As you know Sunday was
as near like a day in Spring
that we can ever hope to have
even in mid-April When the
weather is warm, the birds are
chirping and the grass is growing green, I like to get out of
the house and do something . .
either bicycle, play golf, or
just walk in the woods.

The Farm and Home Papa.' of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-Six

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, February 28, 1957

Lay. Off Hubcaps,
City Police Warn
Fulton Police today issued a
stern warning to juveniles who
are stealing hubcaps around
Fulton, and also to service station personnel and other adults
who are buying the merchandise after It is stolen.
In the case of the juveniles,
most of whom are probably
that
warned
minors, police
every effort is being made to
catch the thieves and they face
court action when they are
picked up; In the case of adults
receiving stolen property, they
can be charged with "contributing to juvenile delinquency"
and will be prosecuted.
Police Chief Gip McDade
told the NEV/S this week that

Since I had been-away from
home three nights straight last
week with one meeting or
another, I wanted to catch up
on my lack of time with the
children. . so I suggested that
we walk through the back
woods from our house to the
radio station and of course they
were delighted with the idea.
There's nothing like a hike to
get in some real companionship with your fellow hikers,
and of course Mary Jo and R.
Paul are my all-time favorite
companions ...Paul is too, but
To finance its ever-growing
he had some urgent office work
to be done, so the two young services in this country and
'uns and I took off like big around the world, the American Red Cross will launch its
beagles.
annual campaign for members
and funds March 1, with 1,500.AccOmpanied by Jim Bur- 000 volunteers taking the field,
ton's dogs (our latest hound headed by H. S. M. Burns,
we named Wilful,
. .. which
Shell Oil Company president,
after a radio station by that as national campaign chairman.
week
last
name got run over
In Fulton. the goal is $2,as we fully expected) we took 234.00, Dr. Daniel M. Baird,
Moore's
Mildred
across
off
Fulton Chapter Chairman said.
back yard. and soon were on
Dr. Baird said that expendiMaxwell McDade's sprawling tures in the year ending last
on
fronts
that
beautiful farm
June 30, around 116 millions,.
the Middle Road.
R. Paul had his bee-bee gun,
Mary Jo carried a big stick, the
dogs carried a skeptical look
on their faces about DIG overBermuda
in
beagle
grown
shorts and I carried nothing at
all except the anxiety to walk
The five best 4-H Clubs in
through the woods. I found out the Jackson Purchase, includlater that I should have gone ing one declared the best in
bicycling. for sadly and quick- the 17-county district, were
ly I found out that Mary Jo honared with a dinner and
and R Paul . and the dogs rash awards in Fulton Feb. 20
are no match for a past forty
About 60 club officers, leadhiker.
ers, extension personnel and
mployes of Kentucky Utilities
I was completely unequipped attended the annual awards
for hiking. Bermuda shorts, no and recognition dinner sponaorsocks, and loafers for shoes is ed by Kentucky Utilities.
no way Ao crawl over and
Clubs receiving cash prizes
under barbed wire fences, walk were Cunningham of Carlisle
over sodden corn rows and County; Fultod Senior Club of
chase two dogs who wanted Fulton County; Hickman Counto eat up a little pig with no ty Senior Club; New Massive
barbecue sauce on it. We were Oak of McCracken County and
only a quarter of a mile from Gage Club of Ballard County.
horns when we heard this horThe Gage Club was also the
rid. desperate oinking and de- district winner.
each
cided that something was radirepresentative of
A
cally wrong. The children spot- club receiving an award preted the trouble long before I sented a summary of the Club's
did so I just had to save lace activities which led to the aand run with them to help ward. Making the reports were
the pig. Those dogs had that El Reba Melon, McCracken,
pig by the tail many a time Freda
Boswell, Cunningham,
while I pitched limbs, balls of Linda Arrington, Fulton; Linda
Gvrenda
mud and wet leaves at them Word, Gage; and
to leave the animal alone. Hales, Hickman County.
The dinner was held in the
Mary Jo and R. Paul had to
rescue the animal because in Rose Room at Smith's Cafe.
my zeal to run after the dogs
I lost my shoes in the mud
and 1 wasn't very comfortable
running over dried corn stalks
In my bare feet.

FULTON DEFEATS
BARDWELL IN
TOURNEY OPENER

1 at District Meet
several
hupcap thefts have
Features Play
Here
been reported in the last few
Through This Week
weeks and in at least one case,
out-of-town youths were apThe First District basketball
prehended. Other thefts are tournament got underway in
suspected of being committed Fulton Tuesday night, with
by local youths.
Fulton defeating Bard well by
a score of 54 to 40.
The hub-caps are expensive;
In Wednesday night games
some sets are valued at $50 or (1st night) Milburn
played
more, McDade stated. When Arlington and Clinton played
Juveniles approach a service Hickman.
station operator offering to sell
THURSDAY GAMES:
the caps for as little as 26c
7:30 p. m.: Fulgharn vs Conto 50c apiece, it is obvious to
Ingham.
anyone that they are stolen
9:20 p m.: Cayce vs Fulton.
and if he offers to buy them
FRIDAY GAMES:
he is contributing to juvenile
7:30 p. m.: Milburn - Arlington
delinquency and can be proswinner vs Fulgham -Cunnin gham winner.
ecuted, McDade warned today.
920 p. m. Cayce-Fulton winClinton-Hickman
ner ors
winner.

RED CROSS TO LAUNCH FUNDS CAMPAIGN
ON MARCH 1 WITH COFFEE AT SMITH'S

KU HONORS 4-H
CLUB ACHIEVEMENT

K C. McKinney. who has
been manager of the National
Store in Fulton during _the past
year, is leaving Friday for employment in Columbia, Tenn.
He will be replaced at the
local store by Kenneth Rowland, who is coming to Fulton
from Huntingdon, Term.
RURAL-URBAN DAY
Fulton Rotarians will have a
rural-urban luncheon on Tuesday March 12 A prominent
Memphis banker will be the
featured speaker.

W. G.(BILL) MAYS AND M. 0. CHAMPION
ANNOUNCE FOR MAGISTRATE Of DISTRICT /

Well, we got over that ordeal
M. 0 Champson is today anin a hurry and walked along
until we had to climb over a nouncing his candidacy for the
barbed fence to go on our office of Magistrate of the 2nd
Journey to the beck of the sta- District.
tion. Wouldn't you know that
This is the first time he has
when I was a-top the fence the ever run for a public office.
dogs got into the whole durned He taught school in the lower
pig family and this time the end of the county for seven
situation was reversed ... mom- years, and has worked two
ma and papa pigs were run- -tears with the ASC Board.
ning after the dogs and if ever
announcement
official
His
I heard a squealing, squaking, follows:
oinking round of thunder it
To the voters of the 2nd
was those pigs and those dogs. District of Fulton County.
The children got a big kick out
After giving due consideraof It... I got off the fence and
the things involved in
urged the children to walk tion to
announcing
faster on account of Maxwell's the matter, I am
ft of my candidacy for the office of
herd of cattle to the
Magistrate of the 2nd District
us and his herd of goats to
County.
the right of us. I wasn't go- of Fulton
Fulton
from
graduated
I
havof
chance
ing to take any
Murattended
and
School
High
ing the dogs get in that stockState College for three
run, so we-- walked about a ray
and I feel that I am
quarter of a mile beyond the years,
to serve the public in
station, along a creek bed to qualified
the capacity of Magistrate.
with
livestock
any
of
clear
stay
I have lived in this county
a Sunday afternoon frolic on
my life, and feel that I am
all
their minds.
well acquainted with its needs.
I hope to see every voter in
Of course when we reached
the District before election,
our destination you can imaTuesday May 28. 1957. hut in
gine that the kids looked upon
time does not permit this,
case
fresh
the
as
not
their mother,
solicit your vote
earnestly
I
who
companion
eager
and
and influence. The) will be
started out with them, but as greatly apprecietea
• beat-up hag who made the
llespectfully submitted,
pigs in the field look like a
0. Champion.
M.
Ten)
Page
on
(Continued

if

SATURDAY
8:00: Championship gam&
All games are being broadcast over WFUL-FM, Fulton
by the station's ace sportscaster, Bing Hampton. assisted by
Brooks Oliver.

CANCER SOCIETY
PREPARES FOR BIG
DRIVE IN APRIL
Cancer Chapter
Lauded For Work
Done In Campaigns

At one of the largest and
most enthusiastic meetings held
in the State of Kentucky, the
Fulton County chapter of the
American Cancer Society was
lauded for its tremendous efforts to secure funds to fight
cancer.
The meeting was held at the
Derby Cafe Monday when more
than 100 persons heard Alvin
director of
Fulkerson, field
Louisville commend the work
of the county chapter in meeting its quotas of funds and in
ciring for its indigent cancer
patients.
Mrs. W. L Duroin, who for
many years has served efficiently as the chapter president,
presided over the meeting.
The meeting was for the purpose of coordinating plans for
the April crusade and to inform the people of Fulton
County of the work which has
been accomplished during the
past year.
Other speakers included C.
L. Maddox of Fulton, who is
Educational Director of Fulton
County and a member of the
state board of directors; Mrs.
Caphman Jennings of Paducah,
Mrs. Tom
Chairman;
Area
French; arfd Mrs. Ward Bushart
of the Fulton County Medical
Auxiliary.
The meeting was followed
by a board of directors meeting at setlich time committees
gave their report. It was decided to have a county-wide
radio auction for Cancer. Mrs.
C. H. McDaniel and Mrs. Paul
Westpheling will be chairmen
of the auction.

TO THE VOTERS OF rm..TON COUNTY, KENTUCKY
After
much
consideration
and talking with friends I have
decided to and do hereby enter
the political race as a candidate for Magistrate of the
Second
District,
Magisterial
subject to the action of 'he
Democratic Primary' on May
28th, 1957.
I am now 59 years of age
and have lined in the Second
District all of my life except
during my absence in the army
in World War I and World
War II.
I have been a life long Democrat and feel that I know
the needs of the Second Magisterial District as to road improvements and as to other
matters. If you see fit to elect
me then I promise to do my
duty and put the needs of the
pebple of the Second District
before all others.
I shall undertake to see each
of you in person before the GOSPEL SINGING TO
BE AT -CRUTCHFIELD
Primary.
The Harmony Boys Quartet
Respectfully submitted,
from Metropolis, Ill, will be
W. G. (Bill) Mays
singing at the Crutchfield Baptist Church Sunday March 3rd
RETIRED
Vernon E. McAlister, 65, re- starting about 2 o'clock. Everytired last week as city deliv- one is invited to conic and
eryman for Swift dr Company, here this fine group along with
with whom he had been as- all our local singers. So make
plans now to attend.
sociated the past 15 years.

Number Nine

Rotary Poll Shows Members
Want:Community Improved,
o Change In City Judgeship

were the largest in 10 years,
largely because the great floods
on East and West Coasts made
that the costliest disaster year
in Red Cross history.
Dr. Baird, has appointed "My Fair Lady" To
Fulton attorney Rodney Miller
Meeting
as fund drive chairman, with Broadcast
Mrs. Rodney Miller serving as Of Hickman Club
secretary for the drive. AtA tape recording of a very
tempting to solicit every segment of the county's citizenry delightful meeting held recentMr. Miller has appointed chair- ly by the Hickman Homemakmen among the school stu- ers will be broadcast over
dents, residential areas, busi- Radio Station WFUL on Friness people, tanners, and a day morning, March 1 at 9:30
handle special a. m.
to
committee
The recording wil be broadgifts.
The local drive will begin cast over the "My Fair Lady"
on March 1 when all workers program which is aired every
will meet at Smith's Rose morning, Monday through FriRoom for a kick-off meeting day with WFUL's Mary-Nelle
prowith Howard and Lucille Wright conducting the
of Smith's, gram.
Adams, owners
The broadcast of the Hickdonating coffee to all the asman meeting is onie in a series
sembled workers.
"Thss Red Cross", Dr. Elkird of meetings Mrs. Wright has
said, dimust keep pace with the attended and made recordings,
rapid growth and shifts in which were later presented on
population to continue meeting the "My Fair Lady" program.
the people's safety and health
need." Both Dr. Baird and Mr.
Miller urged local citizens to
be generous when they are
solicited for funds.

New National Store
Manager Arriving

Attend The
3
CHURCH CYC
Of Your Choice
This Sunday

COUNTY LEADERS TO
ATTEND MEETING Of
HEALTH GROUP
Mrs. Ward Bushart
Says Program Is
Vital To Conununity
The membership of the Fulton County Committee to promote the 1957 National Conference on Rural Health, to be
held in Louisville, March 7, 8,
and 9, was announced today
by Mrs. R. Ward Bushart, cornmittee chairman.
The following persons will
serve on the committee: John
B. Watts, Dr. John G. Samuels,
Harry Barry, Mrs. Bertha C.
McLeod, Mrs. Claud Middleton,
Mrs. Jack Stahr, Mrs. Ellis
Dobson, Mrs. Charles Lattus,
of Hickman; and Mrs. Lawson
Roper, Dr. L A. Perry, Mr.
W. P. Burnette, Mr. and Mrs.
T. R. Williamson, Reverend
J. T. Hart and Miss Mary
Heinline of Fulton.
Each committee member was
suggested by one of the more
than 20 state-wide organizations represented in the Kentucky Rural Health Council,
which is promoting attendance
at the conference by rural
Kentuckians in all walks of
The committee will have
responsibility for insuring adf r o in
equate
representation
(Cantinas' from Page 5)

(By Paul Westpheling)
A modern mystery of why
never speak
many
citizens
their mind on public matters
was brought to light Tuesday
at the Fulton Rotary Club
meeting when program Chairman Clyde Williams, Jr., submitted a community development questionaire to the Club
membership present, tallied the
unsigned votes and posted the
results.
The results were startling to
NEWS editors
the
because
they showed an overwhelming
directional vote, in practically
every case, on matters that are
of vital importance to the community.
They indicated, for instance,
that the controversial action of
the City council in changing
the City Judge's office from
was
appointive
elective
to
overwhelmingly disliked by the
Club members. The questionawe was submitted without
sales-talk or discussion and
each member asked to indicate
his honest feelings on the subject
Here are the questions and
how they voted:
Would you like to see in our
cities:
I. The change to a modern
form of city government.
NO-4.
YES—I4
2. The purchase and development of an industrial site.
YES-14
NO-4
3. The extension of our city
of
development
limits
and
these new areas at city expense.
NO-4
YES-13

4. The development of a
Federal Housing Project.
NO-8
YES-11
5. Promotion and execution
of a Slum Clearance Project.
YES-13
NO-4
6. The change of our sewerage system to a modern disposal system.
YES—Is
NO-2
7. The hiring of a qualified
Secretary of our Chamber of
Commerce, with the city govfull
their
paying
ernments
amount authorized by law to
this office.
NO-3
YES—I4
8. The change of the City
Judge Office from an elective
to an appointive office.
N0-16
YR8-2
9. A Community Chest Fund
organized.
YES-111
P10-2
Rotarian Williams, commenting on the results, labeled
them as indicating that Fulton
has a "progressive" Rotary
Club.

WOMAN'S CLUB TO
HEAR PROMINENT
DRAMA DIRECTOR
UTPAB

Professor To
Talk On Modern
'.
Trends In Drama

J. R. Swayne, head of the
dramatics department of the
University of Tennessee, Martin branch will be the principal speaker at the open
meeting of the Woman's Club
'Uri Friday afternoon at thkei
p. m.
Mr. Swayne, who has direct.
ed many of the outstandlni
productions in the Vanguarl
Theatre group of the college
will speak on the modern
Thanksgiving — prayer for a trends in drama and literature.
better world, and thanksgiving His talk will be interesting
for our Christian unity. It is and informative.
The Drama and Literature
interesting to know that services begin on the Tonga Is- Department of the Woman's
lands, west of the International Club has charge of the open
Mrs.
and
program
Date Line, where Queen Salote meeting
leads her subjects in prayer. Paul Westpheling is program
Throughout the day observan- leader.
Mrs. Lawson Roper is presices are held in one hundred
.3 Club.
forty-two countries, closing dent of the Womari'
with observance On St. Lawrence Island, „Alaska.
County Homemakers
A world day of prayer service for the youth of the com- To Have Delegates
munity will be held Friday af- At Recreation Meet
ternoon /Barth 8 at the First
Fulton County will have a
Christian Chureh. The young good
representation of delegates
people of al churches are in- to the
Kentucky Recreational
vited to attend.
Workshop when it meets at the
The purpose of the day is
New Century Hotel in Dawto unite all Christians in a son
Springs from March 3 to
bond of prayer and to make March 9.
an offering for Christian misThose attending from Fulton
sions at home and aboard.
County and the clubs they will
represent are as follows. Mrs.
Edger Provine, from County;
Mrs. Harriett Jones, Fulton
Club; Mrs. Myra Screace, Victory Club; Mrs. Alice Sowell,
Cayce Club; Mrs. Nelson Hickman, Montgomery Club; Mrs.
Clint Workman, Rush Creek;
Mrs. ,121in Watts, Rush Creek;
Mrs. J. D. Jones, Western and
,Well-ICnown Lady
Mrs. 11/._ D. McLeod, Home DeHas Served As
monstaation Agent.

WORLD DAY Of PRAYER TO BE MOM
011 MARCH 8 WITH UNITED SERVICE
Friday, March 8. at the First
Christian Church, one-thirty in
the afternoon, interested Christians of all faiths of Fulton
will have an opportunity .to
come together for the purpose
of observing the World Day of
Prayer.
The impressive service, which
is under the direction of Mrs.
Charles Roe of The First
Christian Church, has come
from behind the iron curtain
in Hungary. The theme will be,
"WHO
SHALL
SEPARATE
US ...?" taken from Romans
8:35.
This is the seventy-first observance of the World Day of
Prayer. On the first Friday in
Lent, thousands of Christians
in the United States and around the world will be united
in a service of prayer and

MRS. PATSY GANN MRS. JOHN ROSE IS
IS CANDIDATE FOR CANDIDATE FOR TAX
couRrs CLERK
COMMISSIONER
Aspirant Cites
Office Experience
- As Qualification
Photo On Page Rive
TO THE VOTERS OF F'ULTON COUNTY:
I am announcing my candidancy for the office of County
Court Clerk of Fulton County
subject to the action of the
Democratic Primary to be held
May 28, 1957.
I am 27 years old, the daughter of W. H. and Effie Jewel
Harrison, and with the exception of five years, I have lived
in Fulton County all my life.
My maternal grandparents are
the late William Nollett and
Effie Maddox Brasfield and my
paternal grandparents are S.
Tilden` Harrison and the late
Della Polsgrove Harrison. I
have three brothers: John Roland (Deceased), Joe Allen and
Carl Billy who is married to
the former 13etty Bailey, niece
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Dawes,
Fulton.
I have two sons, Jim and
Bill, ages 5 and 6, whom I
have the sole support of. This
is Jim's first year in school at
(Continued pa Page Five)

Deputy Sheriff

Photo On Page Five
Mrs. Bessie Cloar Rose is
making known today her announcement as a candidate for
the office of County Tax Commissioner in the coming Democratic Primary, Tuesday May
28, 1957.
Mrs. Rose is well known
throughout the County and the
City of Fulton through her
work these past three years in
the Sheriff's office. She is better known for her work in the
collection
the
handling
of
of taxes each year both in
Fulton and Hickman.
She has been Red Cross
Chairwoman in Hickman for
the past 2 years and has taken
an active part in all community affairs. Mrs. Rose releases
her announcement as follows:
"To my many friends in Fulton County I wish to announce
my candidacy for the office of
Tax Commissioner, subject to
the action of the Democratic
Primary on May 26th, 1957.
"I have passed the examine(Continued on Page five)

Countiana Attend
Mayfield Meeting
Approximately 54 members
of Southern States Comerstive's community advfoory
boards, directors of affiliated
and
cooperatives
cooperative
Service Agency managers, from
this region will attend a meeting in Mayfield, Ky. on March
6. ThO meeting will be held
at the Hall Hotel and will begin at 10:00 a. m.
Attending the meeting from
the Fulton -area are: Charles
Roberts, Union City, Tenn.;
William Smith, Vernie D Ashley, Charles Wright, H. M. Pevritt, George Gunter, Thomas
Bruce, all of Fulton and W.
H. Harrison of Hickman, Ky,
ALL STAR. GAME
The second annual all-star
game here has been scheduled
on March 25 at Fulton High
gym, with Obion County allstars pitted against a combined
team from Fulton and Hickman Cotmtita

•
daughter, Cindy, Martin,
Mrs. Leroy Latmeeting of the
Central State Mink Breeders
Association. at Warrenton. Mu
Saturday night. They were the
week-end guest in the ,homes
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Richards
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Snyder, Troy, 11o.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kimbn.),
visited her aunt, Mrs. Lucy
Ringo, Bardwell, Ky., Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Grace Williams visited
Mrs. Willie Hill, Mrs. Ruth
Gore, Mrs. Buelah Ashley, Mrs
Lizzie Gore last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Felts, Mil
burn, Ky., visited Mr. and Mrs
Roy Howell, Sunday afternoon

and
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KFVS
7:00
7:55
800
94,0
9 30
10 00
10 30
11 00
11 15
11 30
11 45
12 00
12 10
12 30
1 00
1 30
1 45
2 00
230
3 00
3 15
3:30
4:00
500
5:30
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
1130

CHANNEL 12

Feb 21 — Feb. 27
Thursday
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore ‘Show
Godfrey Time
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
Stand Up Be Counted
Aa The World Turns
Our Kula Brooks
House Party
Howse Party
The Bag Payoff
Bob crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cowboy Corral
Sky King
Kit Carson
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
1 Led Three Lives
Waterfront
Climax
Playhouse 90
Highway Patrol
Action Theatre
Heart of the City
News ea Weather

300
3:15
3:30
400
4:30
5:30
5:40
5:55
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
830
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
1130

Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
West Point
Zane Grey Theatre
Mr. Adams & Eve
Federal Men
The Lineup
Person To Person
Dr. Hudson's Journal
77th Bengal Lancers
This Is Your Life
News & Weather

300
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
900
9:30
10:00
11:15

Odyssey
Famous Playhouse
Frontier
Telephone Time
Air Power
Stage Seven
Private Secretary
Ed Sullivan
G. E. Theatre
Hitchock Presents
;64,000 Challenge
My Little Margie
Sherlock Holmes
News & Weather

7:00
7:55
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
1115
11:30
11:45
Saturday
12:00
1210
8:30 Captain Kangaroo
12:30
9:30 Fury
1:00
10:00 Winky Dink 8z You
1:30
10:30 Mr. Wizard
2:60
11:00 Big Top
2:30
12:00 Western Roundup
3:00
1:00 Pro Ice Hockey
3:15
3:30 Bowling Time
3:30
430 Life Of Riley
400
Annie Oakley
5:00
5:30 Stars of Grand Ole Opry 500
5:30
6:00 Vincent Lopez Show
5:40
6:30 Soldiers of Fortune
5:55
700 Jackie Gleason
600
8:00 Oh, Susanna
6:05
830 Hey Jeanhie
615
9:00 Gunsmoke
6:30
9:30 You're On Your Own
7:00
10:00 Your Hit Parade
Friday
730
10:30 Jitn Bowie
8:00
WOO George Gobel Show
7:00 Good Morning
8:30
11:30 News & Weather
7:25 Merle Emery Predicts
9:00
7:30 Good Morning
Sanday
9:30
7:55 Today's Weather
8:15 Man To Man
10:00
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
8:30 This Is The Life
10:30
9:00 Garry Moore Show
9:00 Lamp Unto My Feet
11:00
10:30 Strike It Rich
9:30 Look Up And Live
11:30
11:00 Valiant Lady
Eye On New York
10:00
11:15 Love • Of Life
Three
Camera
10:30
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
7-00
11:00 Let's Take A Trip
11:45 Guiding Light
11:30 Wild Bill Hickok
7 25
News
Cronkite
12:00 Water
7:30
12:00 Heckle & Jeckle
12:10 Stand Up Be Counted
12:30 What One Person Can 7:55
12:30 As The World Turns
Do
8:00
100 Our Miss Brooks
1:00 This Is Your Music
9'.00
1:30 Industry On Parade
Word
1:30 The Las(
9:30
1:45 House Party
10:00
2:00 Face The Nation
2.00 The Big Payoff
2:30 World News Roundup
1015
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
offers
12:30
1:00
1:30
1. Funeral Services in all price ranges to fit all
1:45
s
stance
circum
al
financi
2:00
2:30
2. Full Credit on Tenn. Burial Policies.
3:00
408 EDDINGS ST.
3:15
TELEPHONE 88
3-30

Whitnel Funeral Home

Monday
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Tune
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cowboy Corral
Wild Bill Hickok
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
Burns & Allen
Talent Scouts
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Sheriff of Cochise
Jane Wyman
State Trooper
Loretta Young Show
Ray Milland Show
News & Weather
Tuesday
Good Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Gerry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Home & Market
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
This Is Your Music
House Party-The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night

WE HAVE

MOVED
ay we will be
Yessir! By the time you read this on Thursd
n at
pretty well set- up for business in our new locatio

EAST FOINMI STREET
moved from
(Across from the Hickory Log). Everything has
-car disour former Lake Street location: shop, office and new
s for your
play room: our used-car lot is-now adjoining. Thank
co-operation and patience with us while we're getting
"settled."

Mrs. Einar;

Mr. and Mrs. John Howell,
Sr., visited their daughter, Mrs.
A. J. Edwards, and Mr. Edwards and son, in Madison.
vale, Ky., last week -end. Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Howell, and son,
David, accompanied them.
Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Williams,
visited
MeClannahan,
Mary
Mrs, Frieda Walston, Tuesday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kimbro,
visited Mr. arid Mrs. Porter
Lewis Tuesday night.
Visitors m the home of Mrs.
Ina Everett last week, were
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore, Mr.
and Mrs. John Wilkenson, Mrs.
Mrs. Grace
Emma Edwards,
Maude Stevens. •ROCK SPRINGS
Miss
Williams,
Leroy
and
Hogan,
Don
Jackie Rawls, Elwanda Lawson,
Mrs. Nettie um Cepelen •
Mrs. Ftuthie Moore, Crutching
Sawyer listen to Mr. Willey relate his many interest
field is visiting her daughter,
lael visited SatMrs. J
experiences.
Mrs. Carl Phillips, and Mr.
Phillips.
urday afternoon with Mrs. Ella
Mr. and Mrs. Iris Earl Ho- Veatch and family
Mrs. Clara Byrd visited. Mrs
well, Martin, Tenn., visited his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Julia Byrd Saturday.
afterRov.:ell, Sr., Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Elrnoore Cope.
noon.
Ian, and girls Mrs. Pearl CoopRev. Jimmy Thetford, wife, er spent Sunday with Mr. and
and
Diane
the door for use in such emer- and
daughters,
By Ruth Botts
Mrs. Herman Prince.
y o u gencies, for he has been called Janice, Dresden, Tenn., Mr. and
occupation
Whatever
Mr. and Mrs. Verbe Byrd,
of
kinds
all
Saturup
clean
wvre
to
upon
Mrs. Porter Lewis,
happen to be in, I am sure
Roy, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Byrd,
poor boys
day night dinner guests in the
there are unique angles and messes. He says the
a eye on the home of Mr and Mrs Elmer and baby, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
side-lights which are not us- just have to keep
Walston, visited Mr. and Mrs
be
and
ions
preparat
girl's'
the
by
it
with
d
Walston.
associate
ually
and
Mrs
Ella
Snow
some
Pat
how
is
This
run.
to
ready
Leip,
instance.
Virgil
For
general public.
hif and Mrs.
Sunday.
stars
Veatch
track
brighteit
our
of
Louis,
have you ever stopped to think
and daughter, Judy, St.
the
d.
spent
Brown
Bobby
Mrs.
just what Mr. Ernest Willey's have been discovere
Mo, vi,ited his sister,
week-end with his parents, Mr
Jobe
Mr
and
job is really like? Believe me,
Jobe
went
we
Clarence
,
From the labratory
and Mrs. Arnie Brown.
that man has an interesting to the typing room where we over the week -end
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kimbro,
Phillips,
High.
Fulton
Carl
at
here
Mrs.
time
Mr and
found the floor cluttered with
One afternoon not lone ago the insides of a typewriter Mrs. Ruthie Moore, visited Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston,
I had to go back to the school which Dale Breeden and Joe and Mrs. Rubin Inman, near visited a while Friday night
with Mrs. fella Veatch and
building to get some books I Dallas were busily repairing. Crowley, last Friday.
had forgotten and happened to An old alarm cluck was also
Mr. and Mrs Lester Barber. family. '
fall in with that obliging gent- being operated upon and a
leman in the hall. He had just consolidation of the two seemfinished cleaning Mr. Lowe's ed to be likely. The boys ask
—Starts Thursday—
room and 1 noticed his amused ed if Mr. Willry world Let
expression as he stopped to them use his large plumbers
look at a handful of what ap- wrench and if he had some
FOR 7 B-I-G DAYS
peared, at a glance, to be baling wire available. Seeing
to
him
asked
I
wads.
paper
that nothing in the way of orshare the joke with me and so der could be arci,.nnlished here
Uphe handed the wads over.
without disturbing the delicate
on examination, they turned operation at hand, we proceedout to be the sweetest, most ed to the sewing room.
luscious love notes ever dreamAs Mr. Willey started sweeped up. I fear for the safety ing, I decided to turn reporttheir
if
staff
of the Kennel
er and ask him some questions
contents should be revealed, about himself. He told me that
but suffice it to say that that he
Hickman
in
born
was
boy and girl had their minds County,
on
Kentucky, and
on something else besides Jul- March 24th he will be 72 years
s!
campaign
his
and
ius Caesar
old. A carpenter by trade, he
This little happening lead to has worked in various places
further conversation and soon over the country, including
Mr. Willey offered to let me Nashville, Tennessee, and San
go on his rounds with him Antonio,
a
Texas. Being
since he saw that I got a kick modest man, he did not tell
stories.
interest
out of human
me the following, but I found
The next room to be taken out from other sources that he
At last on the screen,
labracare of was the science
was considered to be one of
tory and here I was advised to the best cabinet makers to
all the roguish.
proceed with caution. Anything have ever worked in Fulton
romantic, uproarimight come to light----but sud- and did the inside work on
the
in
down
safer
It's
denly!
ous characters
some of the best homes in
food labratory, but when those town. Being forced
ill
by
the pnremade
who
pourgirls get to mixing and
health to give op heavier work.
ing in the laboratory, anything he accepted his present job at
winning play a
can happen. The. recipes for Fulton High and- has lived at
masterpiece
corn
and
hydrochloric acid
his home in Highlands for
in
mixed
get
s
of warmth,
bread sometime
many years. He has been martheir pretty heads and Mr. ried for 37 years and is the
wisdom
be
0.
Willey said the results may
father of one son and three
and
loud and instantaneous or they daughters, all of whom are
may just plain stink. He keeps grown and married. All of his
wonderful
a large clothespin secreted in children graduated from Fulnear
cabinet
fun!
a
of
a back corner
ton High School. He is a member of the Church of the Na4:00 Cowboy Corral
zarene. His main hobby is
5:00 Superman
hunting but you will often see
5:30 Hartoons
his whittling which goes back
540 Looney 'nines
to his love for his former oc5:55 Bunny Funnies
cupation, working with wood.
6:00 The Scoreboard
After putting the top floor
Weather
The
6:05 Watching
%see
was
order, Mr. Will,•y
in
6:15 Douglas Edwards
alIt
was
day.
the
for
through
6:30 Name That Tune
.5
most dark when he got out
7:06 Phil Silvers
his big bunch of keys and pre7:30 The Brothers
pared to lock up. As I thanked
8:00 To Tell The Truth
him for my interesting trip, I
8:30 Red Skelton Show
thought of how many hours he
M-G-M presents
9:00 164,000 Question
with the young
has spent
9:30 Trust Your Wife
Fulton during his 27
of
in
people
CINEMASCOPE and METROCOLOR
10:00 Star Showcase
years of service at Fulton High
10:30 Ford Show
School and how kind and pat11:00 People Are Funny
ient he has always been. Truly,
11:30 News St Weather
Mr. Willey, Fulton High would
Wednesday
not be the same without you.
7:00 Good Morning
7:55 Today's Weather
Scientists are working on ad8:00 Captain Kangaroo
fungicdal acids to paints,
ding
9:00 Garry Moore Show
mold and fungus
check
to
9:30 Morning Meditation
growth.
9:45 Credfrey Time
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
ft
11:11 Love Of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
or strikingly rolieved
11:45 Guiding Light
12:00 Walter Cronkite News
In 63-80%* et /num in doctors' tests
12:10 Stand Up Be Counted
•If you're miserable
from the "hot
1230 As The World Turns
flashes.* and &morn1:00 Our Miss Brooks
ig
panyhag irritable,
Music
1:30 This Is Your
restless feelings
—
lifeof
**change
1:45 House Party
you may be suffering
2:00 The Big Payoff
4.6how
smnecesasrtlPcsr • • MY;eats by
2:30 Bob Crosby
doctors . . . Lydia
3:00 Brighter Day
Pinkkam's Corn 3:15 Secret Storm
and Tablets
3:30 Edge Of Night
ht relief from
such functional' PAUL FORD JUN NEGAM1 • NIJIKO KIYOKAWA
4:00 Cartoon Capers
caused suffering
4:15 Cowboy Corral
43% and 80% (respectively) df the
MITSUKO SAWAIAURA =JOHN PATRICK
5:30 Cisco Kid
women bested! Complete or striking
w.t°:4110:111"
6:00 The Scoreboard
Yes! Research haa proved these
relieii
hodigmbill by
CIFKlaill by
6:05 Watching The Weather medicines thoroughly modern tie
6:15 Douglas Edwards
action . . has shown you where to
CUMMINGS
JACK
•
MANN
DANIEL
look for relief from those distressing.
6:30 My Friend Flicka
bah i•44i popers
=
of
feelings
mum
aorta"
of
"out
nervous,
7:00 Godfrey Show
a"KI
oile
Lyng
ra
e
'
eg
mid-Ills
8:00 The Millionaire
K.!Inkhorn's VegeCompound—or new, improved
s'
table
8:30 I've Got A Secret
TO HARE IS HUMAN
COLOR CARTOON Tablets with added trout (Wonder900 20th Century Fox
ful, too, for the functional pains of
10:00 Mr. District Attorney
menstrual periods
PRICES THIS ENGAGEMENT
It sets Owen& a
19:30 Treasure Hunt
sysipathede server quer
TS 74c
CHILDREN 25c
ADUL
11:00 This Is Your Music
Ober
of
Ile rimy* dhiress
indli "Irma ~eel
News y Weather
\ 11.05

17 YEARS AT FHS AND NEVER A
DULL MOt4ENT, SAYS MR. WILLEY

TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
Fulton, Ky.

Watch for our grand opening in our new location
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Ladies,
Kind Gentlemen,
happy times
await you...

MARION BRANDO
GLENN FORD
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In our new location we will be able to serve you much better,
and we look forward to an early visit from you!...Dan Taylor
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Services Held For
Services For Mrs. _
Harry Gordon
Hold February. 20
Mrs. Harry Gordon, the former Annie Laurie Valentine,
daughter of C. M. Valentine
and the late Ruth Jones Valentine of Fulton, died in Los
Angeles, Calif., at 2 a. m. Sunday morning February 17. The
body was brought back to the
Paul Hornbeak Funeral Home
in Fulton.
Cervices are
being
held
Thursday afternoon February
21 at 2, at First Methodist
Church. The Rev. H. E. Russ e II. pastor, will officiate.
Burial will be in Greenlee
cemetery.
She
leaves
her
husband,
Harry Gordon; a daughter,
Mrs Joe (Betty) Parkhurst of
Manhattan
Beach, Calif.; a
brother, C. C. Valentine, Jr.,
of Owensboro. Ky.; and six
sisters, Mrs. Horace Cathey
and Mrs. Porter Ellis of Fulton, Mrs. John Peterson and
Mrs. Dick Simon of Oak Lawn,
III., Mrs. Allen Erraton of
Mrs.
Harold
Mayfield
and
Wallace of La Puente, Calif.
She was born in South Fulton, and was a member of the
Methodist Chthrh.

Edmond Cook
Wednesday, Fob. 20
Services for Edmond Curtis
Cook, of Fulton, Route 1, who
lied
Monday
morning February 18, at 12:15 st Hopkinsville, were held at the Whitne1 Funeral Home chapel at
II Wednesday whaling February 20, Bro. Oliver Cunningham, minister of the Central
Church of Christ, officiated.
Rurial was in Walnut Grove
cemetery. He was 84.
el- Cook well born Jan. 18,
1874 in Fulton County the son
of W. M. and Jeanette Owens
Cook He W3S a retired farmer,
and at one time about 20 years
ago operated a store at McConnell, Tenn.
He leaves his wife. Mrs Gertrude Finch Cook; two sons,
George Cook of Fulton and
Edmond F. Cook of Reseda,
Calif.: a daughter. Mrs. Willette Kearney of Fulton; a sister. Mrs. Edd Powers of Fulton; three grandchildren; and
several nieces and nephews.
MRS. A. C. ALUM
Mrs. A. C. Allen, former
Fultonian and the widow of a
retired I. C engineer, died last
Wednesday at a Memphis nursing home, where she had been
a resident for the past three
years. She was 81.

We.limear Roosevelt seelailes now MARINO HIRACLI ;

"IT HERALDS A NEW DAY
FOR THE

HARD OF HEARING!"

Father Carrico, A
Former Pastor Here,
Dies In Louisville
The Rev. Charles Rudolph
Carrico, pastor of Church of
the
Immaculate
Conception,
Owensboro, and a native of
Fancy Farm, died Sunday at
3 p. m. in a Louisville hospital. He was 52.
Known as Father Rudy, he
was a son of the late Will and
Allie Carrico. He received his
theological
training
at
St.
Meinard Seminary, St Meinard, Ind., and was ordained to
the priesthood at the Cathedral
of the Assumption, Louisville,
by Bishop John J. Floersh in
May, 1931, and his first appointment was assistant at the
Cathedral,
He later held pastorates at
St. Martin's, Rome, Ky., Sacred
Heart, Rickman, St. Edward's
Fultor. and Immaculate Conception, Union City, Tenn.
Father Rudy then founded a
new parish in Paducah known
as St. Thomas More.
In 1950, with the consent of
his bishop, he entered the
Trappist Monastery in Utah.
After six months. he returned
and was assistant to the Very
Rev Edward Russell at Fancy
Farm, serving the missions of
St. Denis, Hickman Co., and
St. Charles, Carlisle Co.. for
three years.
In 1954, he was appointed
pastor of the newly founded
parish of The Imtriaculate Conception at Owensboro, where
he was serving at the time of
his death. -

Services Held For
Wilson Yates
Tuesday, Feb. 19
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Services Held For
Bonnie Gail Mayo
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Wilson
Ludo, Yates, Fulton Route 2, died Monday
February 18 at 9.45 a. m. at
his residence.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday February 19 at 2
p. m. at the Fulton Church of
Christ with burial in Memorial Gardens.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Lola Yates; one son,
Leonard Yates; one sister, Mrs.
Bob Beeler.- Union City; five
brothers, Issac Yates, Newburg, Ore., George Yates, Clayton, Tenn., Fowler and Joe
Yates. both of Elbridge. Tenn..
and Tubb Yates, Fulton; and
his step-mother, Mrs. Laura
Yates, Obion, Tenn

Sham

('
Services Held For
Dr. W. D Henry

Tuesday, Feb, 19
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Mrs. Ed Wolberton •

.

Last Week

Dr. William D. Henry, 90, of
Crutchfield, probably Western
Kentucky's
oldest
practicing
physician, died at his home
Monday morning February 18,
at 2 o'clock.
Dr. Henry was married to
Miss Birdie Gaskina, who preceded him in death in 1941.
He had practiced medicine in
Crutchfield apd the vicinity
since
e.a r 1 y
manhood. Dr
Henry retired, except for office calls, about 15 years ago.
He was born in Graves
County on Oct. 22. 1866, the
non of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph D. Henry. He attended
the University of Louisville
Medical School.
He was a life-long member
of the Crutchfield Methodist
Church, and for many years
•erved in an official capacity.
He was a member of the Roberts Masonic Lodge No. 172
and had served as Master of
the lodge.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Tuesday February •19 at the
Cislachfield Methodist Church.
The Rev. E. K. Baker of Jackson, Tenn., a former pastor, asisted by the Rev. J. F. McMinn, pastor, officiated. Burial,
under direction of Hornbeak
Funeral Home, was in Rock
Springs Cemetery.
He leaves a daughter, Mrs.
Virginia Duke of Crutchfield:
Henry of
a brother, J. W
Louisville: a sister, Mrs. Ada
Pearson of Akron, Ohio: itnd
a grandson.

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Edward
Wolberton are the proud parents of a son, born February
14. He weighed 10 lbs and 2
ozs. Mother anti baby are doing fine.
Tony Slayden and Jimmy
Pruett visited Butch Workman
Friday ntglit.
Mrs. Tom
Bryant visited
Mrs. Billy Slayden a while
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Eakes of
Hickman, Kentucky visited Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Walker Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Glaser
and family of Hickman, Kentucky and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Satterfield of Water...Valley, Kentucky
visited
Mrs
Daisy Bard Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walker
visited Mr. and Mrs. Roper
Jeffress of the Liberty Community Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Workman and Butch visited Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Hughes of Union
City, Tenn. a while Sunday
afternoon.
NEW DIRECTOR
Joe Tom Erwin of Murray
has been appointed publicity
director of Murray State College, relieving Prof. E. G.
Schmidt, journalism
director
who has been acting_ publicity
director for the past two
years, announces President
Ralph H. Woods.

Burnette-Hbcson Cow
Completes Official Test
A registered Guernsey cow,
Willow WIldes Pansy, owned
by Burnette and Hixson, Fulton, Kentucky, has completed
an official production record in
the Herd Improvement Registry division of the American
Guernsey Cattle Club.
was for 9,928
This record
pounds of milk and 541 pounds
of fat.
"Pansy" was a five year-old,
and was milked two times
daily for 305 days while on
test.
This official production record was supervised by University of Kentucky.
was in New Hope Cemetery,
with W. W. Jones Funeral
Home in charge. Survivors include grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs Kellie Jones of Martin
and Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Mayo
of Gleason.

Funeral services were held
last Thursday at the Ruthville
Baptist Church for Bonnie Gail
daughter
Mayo, 4-month-old
of Mr and Mrs. Alex Mayo.
who died in Detroit, Feb. 4.
JOHN KINDRED
Mr. and Mrs. Mayo are formJohn Kindred, 85, former
er Weak ley Countians, now
Ken-Tenn resident, died in St.
living in Hadel Park, Mich.
Services were conducted by Louis last Sunday at the home
Rev. James Jones, and burial of a daughter.

posses
ads die
7esso
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FARMERS, SOIL AND
OUR FUTURE
These are all inter-dependent, since soil is the fundamental basis of all prosperity
for a nation. The future of any
nation depends on how well its
soil is farmed and conserved.
History - records how through
the years, nations like China
and other great empires experienced economic bankruptcy
when their soil became depleted and eroded. THIS MUST
NOT HAPPEN TO US.
The natural increase in population, along with the higher
standard of living, casts a great
burden upon our soil and we as
custodians this soil are charged with the responsibility of
its preservation. Whether it
will be able to meet these future demands depends largely
upon aur farmers as operators
and the American public being
willing to pay prices TO THE
FARMER for his products that
will give him a good living
and permit them to spend the
necessary money it takes to

replace the elements that are
being constantly depleted from
our soil.
Therefore, the complexity of
conservation and land use is
everybody's problem not just
that of the farmer. The degree
of soil fertility and how we
care for it and use our land
and other natural resources is
an index to business conditions.
No longer can we turn to
new frontiers by -going West.
roo many acres have been
wasted, ruined and abandoned
. this is costly. We know now
that land resources improper.
ly managed are exhaustible.
Since our farmer's and out
Nation's future depend up.*
good soil, all forces shoull.
unite to maintain and to increase the productive capacity
of the soil. This is the only
way we can keep the United
States of America GREAT.
A good start toward proper
and abundant soil productivity
is to have -your soil tested in
order to determine its present
needs then secure information
from your agriculture leaders
as to which crops are best suited to your soil.
By working together we will
accomplish our goals.
LEADS STATE
Obion County is the finest
overall agricultural county in
the State of Tennessee, Jim
Workman, agricultural agent,
told the Union City Rotary
Club in an address last week.

Sparkling Specials
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

Dish Drainer
Large, rubber-covered drainer

Met's Overalls
10-o

blue denim; first

in bright colors.

quality; high and low back

Regularly $1.49

Regularly $3.69

77c

$1.49

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
LAKE S1REET
•

EXTRA-FIRM MATTRESS

1.10ited
Only:
Ii0e

I0

SALE!
Mod* by

•T,odirroorit

S.arte Moeda,.

ny mattress icci951
up to even'4U—

Compare!sIvetga

• Upholstered to Perfection with
Beaulthtl, Long-Wearing
Coverings!
• Extra Leven:leg Layer
• lox Sprbig and Mattress Mandted
Presets, Meioses...end yowl
to heck Other Poe Support & Wear1
Mode By The Makers of Panes,*
with
•
Insulated
Sid*,
Fully
Bork
•
Serte"Perfed Sleeper"" Matarees.
Tep Quality Upholstery1

• Extra-Heavy Innersprbtes
For Firth, Resilient Conduit!

ag"""- Nivea lima, *red All
Over—Whoa vow wok* up
with a tired, eating both—
• a,, het not coastal AN
day yaw pay Me penalty
of b•Ing • Ilttl• tired hs
'
Sort wit*.
MIS
Itisslad ea& Reakod AU
Over—end what • differeasel Yost almost the getting
oat of bed. Yemeni bright,
etiet...okort lio• day sr* that

Same Low Prim

EASY TERMS:
Choose Any Way to Pay...
the cost is pennies per clay1
Now's the time to buy a Serta-"Posture"mattress.
Get the kind of firm support that rests your back
with your spine level—as doctors recommend!Get
Invigorating new sleeping comfort "head-to-toe"
,..that "completely rested" feeling when you
awaken. Compare the Serta-"Posture" with any
other mattreso—regardless of price. Compare the
firmness, high-grad* coverings, the crush-proof
borders. You'll agree
this Is a great Yahml

ito taithress ethenhef
Is the Journal of Os
Americo" Atedioall

Assedellea

"tap of As eerier hiellep.

VA

MADE BY THE MAKERS. OF FAMOUS

"Perfect Sleeper"!

GS
AN

25c

Bennett Electric & Furniture Company
WALNUT STREET

PHONE 201

FULTON, KY.
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lesson
uiterestuig
The Rush Creek Homemak- very
ers, met Feb. 12, for an all Home Management.
Songs and games were enday meeting, in the home of
Mrs. Ray Adams, with Mrs. joyed under the leadership of
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
Robert Adams as co-hostess. Mrs. Paul T. Shaw.
Friday.
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through
Eleven members we-ze present.
Dinner guests for the noon
After a 'short business ses- meal, were Mrs, Ruth Johnson,
sion, Mrs. Charles Everett gave Mrs. John Rose, Mrs. Charles
We're going to pull our MAGIC CARPET out of the an enthusiastic report of Farm, Linder, Mrs. Patsy Gann, Mrs.
cobwebs of the winter season — and hop on it and try to and Home Convention, which Fisher, Min Emily Maddox,
of our she attended in Lexington.
Mr. Harvey Wiseman, and Mr.
find a LUSH spot for a vacation trip like many
In the afternoon, Mrs. Clem James Cooley.
the
of the
about
time
just
Its
.
recently
friends have had
! Atwell, and Mrs. John Watts,
Homemakers
Bennett
The
year when WE get a YEN for the WIDE OPEN SPACES demonstrated the lesson for the
held their February meeting in
".
Shortcuts
of
"Kitchen
groups
smaller
on
and
month
However, our 'wandering Chorus
the home of Mrs. L P. Carthe school for several years. Washing dishes was included ney, with Mrs. James Willingspirit" is compensated through
ways
and
tion,
has studied voice locally in %tie demonstra
ham, as co-hostess. There were
the vacation trips of our MORE She has sung for many civic
to improve the dishwashing 16 members present.
fortunate friends. We had an and
to
religious activities in the center, were given. How
Mrs. Leroy Brown, delegate
occasion to hear about the fab- and
also
silverware, was
area. This honor will climax polish
to Farm and Home Week: gave
ulous trip that our friend Elizfor
recipes
at
es
two
experienc
musical
kind
her
shown,
recently
had
Joyner
an informative account of the
abeth
Fulton.
silver polish were included in convention which was held in
When she visited her nephew, South
wife,
Sarah Ann is a sophomore. the lemon.
Lexington.
M. E. Mayo, his lovely
Three work doys for hand
After lunch the project leadEthel and their two attractive As Patricia, Sarah Ann is also
with an
reported
were
craft,
Phyllis.
organistudent
in
many
and
active
ers, Mrs. Arden Harrington,
daughters, Patsy
these
At
fifteen.
of
e
attendanc
Free-she
others,
zations. Among
and Mrs.. James C. Hinkley,
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home after visiting relatives in
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FULTON FABRIC SHOP

OH, DID I
GOOF!

ARTHRITIS?
Relief From Pain Due To All
Rheumatic Affections, or Your
Money Back. Ask For

SALISAN
AT

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Lake Street

Fulton

Phones 70, 428

Mrs. Claud Wray Is better
at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dowdy,
Majorie,„ and Paul, visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
•
Fields, Saturday.
week
last
spent
Edd Fields
in Mayfield with her sister,
Mrs. Gernie Yates.
Mrs. Lesley Brain isn't im
proving very much.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore,
spent Sunday afternoon, with
Mr. and Mrs. Dora Myatt, and
boys.
Two girls of Wingo school.
Johanna Gossom, and Judy
Leggon, were in a car wreck,
near Jackson, Tenn., and are
not able' to be back in school. .dimmear-

FOR ONLY $89.95

No
Fir

"Trade with Wade and Save"

WADE
FURNITURE COMPANY
Lake Street

Fulton

PH(

Salem Maple Bedroom Suites

Sweetest Music
In West Kentucky!

AT UNHEARD OF
LOW PRICES I I

WADE Has Just Received A Solid Carload Of These Suites To Sell At Fantastically Low Prices.
Buy a Big Double Dresser and Book-case bed for only

$69.50

The matching chest is only

$19.95

Double dressers, only

5 be sure to tell her about this_fanttudis
'
If your neighbor is "tone-deaf
offering so she won't miss it.
-

$41915
$24.95

Full size or twin beds

Buy one piece or as many as you like. All pieces priced odd.

WADE MIN. Co.
"Trade with Wade and Save"
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street

•DUKEDOM RT.
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings•
Mr. and Mrs. Mace Rose, and
Dorothy spent the week-end in
Ark., visiting, Ray's family.
They reported a very nice trip.
Mrs. Ern Griffin, is unimproved. She will have a birthday March 3. She would appreciate cards. Her address is
Martin, Tennessee, Route 3.
Mrs. Gene Moody, is) improved after an operaion at the
Haws Hospital.
will be
home Wednesday.
Mrs. Fred Rhod
is doing
fine after a major operation in
Memphis. She was able to visit

arn

hta-

13,

LI)

hospital..

nuy Cox,
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.ge Black
.ty Ebert,
Mr and
d family.
C Davis,
Sunday,
own, and
lmer, and
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that Mr.
has passii illness.
the tam -

I have sincerely endeavored to
with equal
(Continued. from Page *lbw) treat one and all
uon for this office as is reqUiP- courtesy and consideration.
ed t.y the State, and am qualif- 21 shall endeavor to see you
ied to serve you as your -Ttre"—personally during the coming
Commissioner. Having worked campaign, but should I fall to
in the Sheriff .and Tax Collect- do so, may I take this means
or's office for the past three of soliciting your vote and inyears I feel that I am familiar fluence I promise that if electwith the assessments and taxes ed I shall try to be in the
and can properly conduct the office at all times, and continue
duties which are required of to serve you to the best
r
your Tax Cotrimissioner.
my ability."
"It has been a pleasure to
Sincerely yours,
serve you while working in
Cloar Rose
Bessie
and
Sheriff,
the
the office of

Mrs. John Rose—

25
59
69
fic
9c
16c
Etc

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

yd.

prints,

I Ave.

Mrs. Patsy Gana
itself, I began work the sumMn. Patsy Gann—
mer before I graduated from
high school in as office in
(Continued from Page One)
Hickman, mainly for experiCayce, Bill will begin this fall. ence. Then the summer after
The boys and nrisell have I graduated, I worked in an
made our home with my par- office in St. Louis during the
ents for the past four years.
day and sold popcorn at a
I am a member (of Mt. Her- show at night in order to supman Christian Church and am plement my college expenses.
a member of Cayce Parent Also, I worked two hours a
Teacher's Assdciation.
day at MilLray State College as
I graduated from Cayce High switchboard operator in order
School in 1947 and attended to have my own spending
Murray State College, 1947-48. money and not be dependent
Anxious to be a good secretary so much on my parents. After
when the opportunity afforded attending Murray, I worked in
Memphis as secretary to the
Assistant Manager of N. 0.
Nelson Company, a wholesale
plumbing and heating company
and at Mississippi State College as secretary to the head
of the Agricultural Engineering
Department, Extension Service,
and also the head of the Economics Department, Extension
Service. For the past four
years, I have been employed
• in the office of Roper Pecan
Company
where
my duties
have been varied.
Therefore, I feel that I am
qualified to hold the position
of County Court Clerk and if
elected I shall certainly strive
to serve you in an efficient,
courteous and economical manner.
In the event it is impossible
for me to 'See each of you before May 28, ;Meese consider
this my personal appeal for
your vote.
Ernestly Submitted,
Patsy Harrison Gann

S
FREEDURINGPRIZE
OUR
31st Anniversary Sale
GRAND PRIZE:
SHETLAND PONY

RI)S
DE

OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE:
4 REGISTERED BACON TYPE DUROC GILTS"
24 BASKETS OF GROCERIES
6 COUNTRY HAMS

as a
rrIt

Nothing To Buy—Just Come in and Register
First Prize Will Be Awarded on Sat., March 2
Now is the time to sow Red Top, Timothy, Fescue, Rye Grass and
Orchard Grass, also White Dutch and Ladino Clover, Kobe and
Korean. We carry most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We reserve the right to limit quantities.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
lion

ENROLLED AT U. IL
William Hooker of Fulton
County is among 343 new students enrolled at the Univerfor the
sity of
Kentucky
second semester.

Geared Chuck

PLUS COMPLETE HOME WORKSHOP
WHILE THEY LAST

•

95
$39.
Mrs. Bessie Ooar Rose

when

1/4 •in.,

are some improved. They are
staying with the Charles Stafford family, in Fulton, until
Mrs. Stafford is able to do her
work.
The
community
welcomes,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Roberts,
into the Elbert Webb house,
also, the Joe McAlister family
into Mrs. Rachel Witts house,
both of the houses are north
of Dukedom.
Mrs. Rachel Witts, is much
improved./

ELECTRIC DRILL

U.
rummuag
4=6.-1
• QUALITY

Harrison,
with Mr
and tam -

In Fulton

in the Willie Cavender home
Sunday night.
Mrs. Ethel Moody, is resting
better, after being carried back
to Paducah Hospital, to have
the Pens put back in her limb.
She will be carried to her
daughter's
home, Mrs.
Joe
Powde's, in Union City, Tenn.,
Wednesday.
Mr. Amos Williams, is about
the same. Also, Mr. Jess Cavender is about the same.
Dale Cummings is improved
after a minor operation.
The Wesley and Lester Hicks
families, from
Chicago, Ill.,
visited friends and relatives
over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Stafford

PHONES:602-603

FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT

Health Meeting—
(Conthtued trent Page One)
Fulton County at the conference when it is held March
7-9 at the brown Hotel, Louisville.
The conference is sponsored by the American Medical
Association Council on Rural
with
cooperation
in
Health
American
the
leaders from
Farm Bureau Federation, the
agriculture extension service,
the National Grange, farm editors and others.
Mrs. Bushart emphasized, in
announcing the committee
membership, that the conference will be aimed at laymen
in the health field. While many
physicians, dentists, veterinarprofessional
ians and other
persons will attend, the conference is designed primarily
for the farmer, homemaker,
the parent, and others who in
their ordinary lives have prime
resyonsibility for their own
and community health.
Go To Church Sunday

9

MOWS1
•
ONLY
as kw as $1.00 DOWN

Never before .. A Complete Electric Drill Kit and
Hand Tool Set at such a Sensational Low Price
Kit Contains
• Horizontal Drill Stand
• Rubber Pad • 12 Sanding Discs
• Polishing Bonnet • Handle
• 6 Drills • Point Mixer
• 7" Pliers • 8" Wrench
• 10" Pipe Wrench • Slide Rule
• 4 pc. Saw Set • Pencil
• 7 Magnetized Screw Drivers
• 3 pc. Chisel Set • 10 pc. Socket Set
• 7 pc. Allen Wrench Set • Awl
• Long Nose Plier • Tote Box

We mad* a tremendous buy on
those top-quality tool sots — and
we're passing the saving on to you.

Charlie Scales Stores
FULTON, KY.

MARTIN, TENN.
315 LINDELL

PHONE 404

-

216 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 389

JOIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE

B.EGoodrich Tires

Page 6 The Fulton News, Thursday, Feb. 28, 1967
stated that the staff records
and recornmendatiohs submitted were carefully examined
and the candidates were found
worthy and fully qualified for
Quill and Scroll honors.
In a letter received this
A warm welcome was exweek by Mrs. Charles Burrow
tended to the initiates who
from the Executive Secretary
have earned Quill and Scroll
of the Quill and Scroll, fourrecognition through their inteen candidates who had been
dustrious application of their
recommended to the executive journalistic training and 41secretary of the Quill and ents.
Scroll were approved for memOfficers in this society at
bership. Their membership pins Fulton High School are as foland cards will arrive soon.
lows: President, Ella Doyle;
Secretary Vige-President, Susan McDanEillecutive
The
iel;
and
Secretary, Judy
Browning. It has also been de'fearing Aid Batteries cided
by the students to name
this chapter in honor of Mrs.
Complete Line
For all makes of bearing aids! Charles Burrow.
Visit our Hearing Aid DepartAn initiation of members is
ment at your first opportunity. to be held February 25, 1957.
Students who have earned this
CITY DRUG CO.
honor are Al Bushart and Jean
tss Lake Street
Maas NI Bynum from the Senior class.
Students from the Junior class
are Marion Blackstone, Barbara Boyd, Judy Browning,
Ella Doyle, Anne Fall, Patsy
Grooms, Susan McDaniel, Sue
'Moore, Ken
Winston, Bud
White,
Virginia
Page, and
Diane Wright.

Nnes From Our
Bows In The

APPROVED FOR
QUILL AND SCROLL

Super'
Kein-Tone

Wash tins and amid Tea
real mar Nis lasted=
beauty of this dia hos him
waU paha
Clargasses aim&
Ready be ins. Nagy
to apply. Oro gala
dose the average
room at only .

JUNIOR CLASS BEGINS
WORK ON 1957 PROM
The junior class decided at
a recent class meeting to have
Sellars Leich's orchestra from
Paris, Tennessee, to play at the
Junior-Senior Prom. This orchestra features Marge Whitman, a voice major at Murray
State College.. The—Prom is to
be held on May 3 in the Carr
Institute gym.

Exchange Furniture Co.
Mrs. G. B. Butterworth joinPhone 35
Church St. ed the FHS teaching staff for
the second semester.

REFRIGERATION
and
For The Best In
APPLIANCE
SMALL APPLIANCE
REPAIR
—CALL S59—

SPECIALI2^ED
SERVICE
Commercial Avs.
(Next to News Offloo)
24 Hoar Service

SERVICE
San Diego, Cal. (FHTNC)—
Returning -M—San Diego, Calif.,
Feb. 9, after a six-month cruise
in ,the Western Pacific and Far
East was Richard G Strong,
machinist's mate second class,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold N. Strong of 68 Collins
St., Fulton, Ky., aboard the
destroyer USS Wistie, attached
to Destroyer Division III.
During the cruise the divi-

Charter members of the Mary Hughes Burrow chapter
of the Quill and Scroll

KENNEL PRESENTS CITIZENSHIP AWARDS
TO GHEE BURNETTE. JUDY BROWNING
At the anniversary banquet
of this newspaper held on
February 22 it was announced
that Judy Browning, a junior,
and George Burnette, a senior,
had been selected as the best
citizens at Fulton llligh School.
At that time they were presented gold, engraved loving
cups by Mr. Mansfield Martin.
• • • •
Judy, who is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Browning, participates in varied activities of the school.
She is president of the junior class and has served as
co-advertising manager of The
Kennel for a year. She was
recently elected secretary of
the Quill and Scroll.
On Honors Day last year
Judy was presented the Greatest Scholastic Improvement award.
She has "Iso served s the
vice-pre.iid.nit and trt.a: 1. r of
the Med"odist Youth
r•Llowship.
George Burnette, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. P. Burnette, has
served as president of his class
for the last three years.
He has been awarded three
monograms, and the F. H. S.
award, and is a member of the
National Honor Society.
George was elected "Most
Likely to Succeed" his sophomore, junior, and senior years.
He attended Boys State last
year and would have attended
the national convention had
not a trip to Korea in connection with his 4-H work prevented this.
George has played basketball for four years and was
elected captain of the team
this year. He also played football his junior and senior
years.
Two
students
from
each
class were selected by the
home room teachers as candidates for this award. A committee composed of four teachers and three members of The
Kennel staff, voted by secret
ballot
MRS. HOWELL ORDERS
NEW LIBRARY BOOKS
Mrs. Howell, school librarian, placed an order January
29 for some new books for our
library.
Thirty-tWlo books were ordered from Doubleday. Some
of these are Young Mariner
Melville, Sweet Sixteen. West
Point Plebe, How To Write a
Story
and
Sell
It,
Caine
Mutiny Court Marital, Eleanor
the Queen, Syrian Yankee, and
The Octopus.
and sixteen
One hundred
other books were ordered from
various companies. Some of
these are books for the home
economics, history and English departments

Students Participate
In Music Festival
The National Federation of
Music Clubs festival for junior
clubs of District One will be
held in Paducah on Saturday,
March 9, 1957, at the Unity
Evangelical and Reformed
church.
The event is -sponsored by
the Paducah Matinee Music
Club, under the leadership of
Mrs. C. A. Leutenmayer. The
judges are Miss Billie George
and Mr. Donald Ivy from the
Music Department of the Kentucky
College
Wesleyan
at
Morehead, Ky.
The Fulton music pupils between the ages of 13 to 17 that
will be attending this festival
are Judy Moore, playing the
"Sonata No. 5" by Scarlatti
Etude"
by
"Princess
and
Fall, playing
Enoch; Patsy
"Sonata No. 3" by Scarlatti
and "Rounal the Gypsy Campfire" by Aaron; Sandra Bowen,
playing "Sonatina in F" by
Beethoven and '"Thumbelina"
by Mansfield; Susan McDaniel
and Ella Doyle, playing the
duos "In Thee Is Gladness," a
Chorale Prelude by Bach and
"Spanish Folk Dance" by Mary
Howe: Nancy Bushart, playing
"Intermezzo Op. 119, No. 3" by
Brahma and "Scottish Tone
Poem" by MaeDowell; Ophelia Speight. playing "Invention
in B Flat" by Bach and the
Bentley:
"Restless Sea" by
James Reed, playing a "Prelude" by Prokofieff and "Staccato Ballet" by Aaron; Jean
Burnette. playing the "Minuet
Giocoso" by Haydn and "Sunrise in the Valley" by Rodgen;
Jeanie Davis, playing the "Intermezzo in C" by Brahms and
"A Childhood Scene" by MacMarion
BlackDowell; and
by
stone, playing
"Elegie"
Rachmaninoff and "The Cat
and Mouse" by Copland.

Matheny To Attend
World Affairs Meet
Coy Edwin Matheny, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Matheny,
received the highest grade of
the junior, senior boys with
19% points in a world affairs
test.
He
will
attend
The
Eleventh
World
Affairs Institute at Cincinnati, Ohio, on
March 8 and 9.
Edwin is a member of the
Junior class awl is sixteen
years old. He is a member of
the Honor Society and his
favorite subject is mathematics.
Ken Winston, Junior, had
the second highest score of the
with
17 ,Doints
and
boys
George Burnette, Senior, was
third with 16 points.
Ella Doyle, Junior, and Wanda Sons, Senior, both received

"No-Gripe Day" To Be
Sponsored By F H. A.
The F. H. A. met in the
argiculture roo:n fourth period
on February 13. The meeting
was called to order by the president, Linda Arrington, and
the
members
repeated
the
creed. During the
business
meeting plans were made for
a Mother-Daughter Tea for the
last of March or the first of
April Plans were also made
to hold a "No Gripe Day."
Students will be fined for
griping on that day. A discussion was held to decide
what would be done to celebrate National F. H. A. Week.
The segond year home ec
class presented a program on
family relations.
The group was honored to
have as their guest, Mr. Lawrence Holland.
The meeting was then dismissed.

non
participated in
routine
Task Force operations with the
U. S. 7th Fleet and took part
in the' Formsa Patrol.
Visits were made to Brisbane, Australia; Japan, the
Philippiqe Islands and
Hong
Kong.

RECEIVES GRANT
7th Div., Korea AHTNC)3pecialist Third Class Alanzo
Kerney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wille A. Kerney, 402 Lake St.,
Fulton, Ky., is a member of
the 7th Infantry Division in
Korea. '
Specialist Kerney is assigned
to Company F of the division's
31st Regiment. He entered the
Army in August 1954 and arrived in the
Far East last
Mardi
Augsburg. - Germany (ARTNC) — Specialist Second Clau
Andrew L. Walters, son of Mrs.
Lealon
Schmidt, 198 Bates,
Fulton, Ky., recently. qualified
as expert in firing the carbine
in Germany.
Specialist Walters is a canvas and leather repairman in
Company • B of the 11th Airborne Division's 711th Ordinance Battalion. He entered the
Army in 1948.
Walters' wife, Martha, is
with him in Germany.
Atlantic Fleet (FHTNC) —
Participating in a combined
good will and training cruise
to South America is Frank
Gray, boatwain's mate second
class, USN. of 115 Roach St..
Fulton, Ky., aboard the wort
destroyei USS Loyd Thomas
with Destroyer Division 242.
The destroyers are conduct-

PROMOTIONS MADE ON
THE KENNEL STAFF
Jeannie
Davis
and
Ruth
Louise Butts have been promoted to assistant co-editors
because of their fine service
to the Kennel.
By being assistant co-editors,
they are receiving training tc,
become editors.
Other changes made on the
staff were Roger Pigue, assistant sports manager; Charlie
Huddleston,
assistant sales
manager; Susan Bushart, assistant
advertising
manager;
reporters: Jean Burnette, Roland Carter. and Wayne Anderson; typists Marion Blackstone. Wanda Lee Smith, and
Nina Worley.
scores of 22 points, and Anne
Fall had 21% points. However.
girls are ineligible to go to
Cincinnati.
Rotary Clubs of Obit', Tfl
diana, West Virginia, and Kentucky sponsar this affair. Sponsoring clubs contribute $15.00
for
each
student
delegate
which covers the coat of registration and the Institute dinner, luncheon, and housing.
A feature story of Edwin's
trip to Cincinnati will appear
in the next issue of The Kennel.

ing anti-submarine exercises along with units of the navies
of the countries being visited.
Ports of call include Cartagena, Columbia; Salinas, Equador; Callao, Peru; and Valparaiso, Chile.

Dr. Aubrey Naylor, native
Union Citian who is one of the
nation's leading Botanists, has
received a 38,500 grant for research work at Duke University, where he is associate professor of Botany.
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A PROUD CHILD
IS A NAPPY CHILD,;

Playing a Wurlitzerf
Piano develops pride
of accomplishment.
TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Union City, Tenn.

TI

Molly goes HRH THE SKIN
to Mims klmtslar Ades ad Pass

oonv-ont mom=
only $149

Ressil's revolutionary new liquid
killer positively will not hunk redden or
irritate the skin Cooling, soothing, pleasantly fragrant Brings quick, positive
relief right where it hurts!
THRU TO PAIN—muscular
aches. stiffness and soreness, simple
neuritis, muscular lumbago, minor
rheumatic pair.

A. Iteciasive Ratallitsmisat sold es

R

DRUG

STORE

Surprise Value
ADMIRAL'S

The
ADMIRAL
EMBASSY
21" Console Ensemble
• Top Front Tuning
• Super 200 Chassis
• Wide. Range FM
Sound System
• Available in.
Charcoal, Mahogany
and Blonde Oak,
Grain Finish

Indeed she is the lady of the house with a
telephone at her fingertips. A lift of the
receiver and she's in touch with Aunt Martha,
Daddy at the office, a schoolmate, the
corner movie—anyone, anywhere her little
heart desires.
Yet she takes her phone for granted, and that's
how it should be Yesterday's miracles
are commonplace today.
Tomorrow, telephone service will be even
faster and better than you can imagine.
forat this moment, men are creating
miraculous new techniques and equipment that
will continue to make the telephone even
more a part of good living.

® Southern Bell

• Swivel Base

ONLY

DECIRDIER, 1792—FRANKFORT SILICTED AS STATE CAPITOL
Kentucky's constitution was created in June, 1792,
when a commission met at Danville. Later, that same
year, the Sheaf of Wheat Tavern at Lexington 'served
as a temporary Statehouse. Here the Legislature held
Its first session. An early task was to select a
nent site for the State Capitol. On December
Frankfort was chosen.
In Kentucky's historic pest, just as today, many
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glans of beer.
The brewing industry makers jobs for thousands of
our residents. The sale of beer under orderly condition* is an important objective of the United States
Brevrers Foundation. Our oontinuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
standards.
.0
.4 KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION

Completely installed
with all channel

perma,;2,

1533 144tyliont 11.1141ng, lowlivIlle, Kontsidry

ANTENNA.
As little as $2..50 per week
after small down Payment.

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Martin and Rushton
Commercial Avenue

Fultoa, Ky.

lama

of Trenton, Tenn., were Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Jackson.
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TELEPHONE FOLKS
Congratulations to Carrol
and David Humphries upon the
birth of a six pound baby girl
born on Valentine's Day in the
Fulton Hospital, they named
her Temia Kay.
We • enjoyed
having
the
Brownie and Cub Scouts and
the Arlington and Water Valley telephone operators
visit
our office recentiy.
Mrs. Erna Hawkins baked a
lovely pink cake in the shape
of a heart on Valentine's Day
and ()resented it to,. the girls
in our office having birthdays
in
January. February, and
March.
We hope Joyce McDade is
feeling much better. She is a
patient in the Jones Hospital.
Mrs. Lilah Hastings was in
Paducah Monday.
Joan McClanahan is leaving
Friday for St. Louis where she
will spend two weeks vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hickman
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JUST WHAT
THE BABY NEEDS
Can be found is our
baby department. Baby
Gift s and everyday
necessities.
Gifts Wrapped Free

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE, Inc.
Fulton

• AUSTIN SPRINGS • DITICEDOM RT. 2

Last Week
Norma
Wilson became the
bride of Nelson Shelby last
Saturday
in
Corinth, Miss.
They will make their home on
Arch.
Janie and Harry Barber of
Columbus, Ohio were weekend
guests here last weekend. Friday night they enjoyed dinner
and a very enjoyable evening
of gin rummy with Pete and
Martha Ann Mansfield, Carma
and Ray Jackson, Bill Rogers
and Neal Ross in the home of
Marion and Charles Ray.
Saturday night they were
dinner guest of Juan and Glen
Owensby.
Those tnjoying dinner at the
Park Terrace Saturday evening were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. James
Paul Campbell.
Our three new girls are
Betty Ericson, who has worked
in our office before, Patty
Brockwell and Dotty Ferguson.
We welcome each one of you
and hope you will enjoy working with us.
Hazel Clark, Eunice Seath
and Eula Mulford tetnt to
Jackson, Tenn., shopping last
week.
Monette and Ward Bushart
have moved from their apartment on Arch to Pilot Oak,
we miss having them in Fulton
but we hope they will be
happy in Pilot Oak.
Betty Purvis hai transferred
to the Memphis offkl! and Carrol Humphries is on leave. We
will miss both of you _iris
very much and hope we
in
all be together again someti. ie.
I ,arn very glad to be back
as your Telephone News correspondent after a long absence
and we hope you will enjoy
our column, again.
See you next week.
14% FARM LAND
Obion County includes 352,000
acres, of which 84% is in farm
land
The average farm has
119 acres and is valued at
$14,01:111.

HMO Christian
Science Heals
"ABIDING IN
PERFECT PEACE"
WFUL (1375 Ks.) *Sunday 5:13
omooroo.

6, 795

TAKE A LOOK Men

Mrs. Carey Melds •

Mrs. Joyce Taylor •

Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison
lost their home, and most of
it's
contents, in a fire last
Thursday in District No. 13.
It was formerly the Page
home, or best known as the
late John Harve McCall place.
Their loss is heavy.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Vaughan,
are announcing the arrival of
a baby girl born in a Detroit
hospital, on Feb. 22., The
young miss will answer to the
name of, Marcia Elaine. Mrs.
Vaughan is a sister of Mrs.
Doyl Frields, who is visiting
there with their parent,, MY.
and Mrs. Covene Hastings, and
the Vaughan family.
Bro. Dempsey Henderson filled his appointment the past
Sunday at 11 a. m., and also
the evening service held at the
usual hour.
It has been announced that
the Spring revival will begin
on Ind Sunday in April, with
Bro. John T. Hardy, of Hopewell Baptist Church, Graves
County, the visiting Evangelist.
The public is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doren,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed Donaho, near Sedalia, Ky., the past
\
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mathia,
and baby of N. C. spent the
here with parents,
weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Mathis.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is suffering from a seige of cold,
and is indisposed at this writing.

The weather has been almost
like summer the last few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Yates
of near Wingo, were Thursday
guests of their son and wife
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Yates.
Miss Allie Rowland called on
Mrs. Hub
Wray Saturday
afternoon.
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden, went
back to the hospital, one day
last week for a check-up. The
Dr. says, she's doing fine.
Mrs. Addie Casey is slowly
gaining some strength, and is
sitting
up
some. Mesdames
Ludie Casey, Bertha Rickman,
Etheline Sanders, Opal Yates,
and Cassie Taylor, were some
of her visitors, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. Hicks, and children one
night last week.
M. and Mrs. Harold Carr,
and Randal, of Lone
k, visited in this vicinity Sun
M. and Mrs. James R.
son(' and Phil, of Sharon, sind
Charles
Warren, and
Mrs.
children stopped to see their
grandmcither, Mrs. Lela CakeY
Sunday afternoon,_-,ser- their
way to Mayfield.
Mr, and Mrs. Burnal Lowry,
attended preaching service at
Pilot Oak, Sunday, and were
dinner guests of their son and
vote Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson,
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mathews, and' Larry, visited in the
Norman Crittenden home in
night,
Manleyville. Saturday
and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor,
and Joyce, Mr. W. L. Rowland,
and Allie, were Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. Rowland, and Mrs. Singleton, of Lynn Grove, also
other guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Puckett, and Sue, of
Lone Oak. Mrs. Rowland came
from a hospital in Nashville
recently.

Clarke Bondurant •

Sava Spec*, Initail it

Take a good look at

YOUR TIE RACK
We'll bet you'll find
ties you never wear
anymore; ties you just
don't like!

NOW, DURING

I.

Sanitone National Tie Cleaning Month
you can trade those unwanted ties for ones
you really like — — at the OK Laundry.
You have YOUR
PICK of the freshlycleaned ties on display
. .. or, if you prefer,
you can get your own
back. All you pay is
the cost of cleaning
your old ties.
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M. U.
REVENUE LOSS
The City Council at Clinton,
Ky. estimates that that city
will lose about a tenth of its
revenue this year as a result
of the new Kentucky law exempting
household
property
from taxation.

Li.
...
.,"

WEEK-END
SPECIALS
Cotton Print

5 Yds. $1.00

Girls Bobby Sox

5 Pr. $1.00

Ladies Hose

2. Pr. $1.00

Girls Cotton Dresses

$1.49

SPECIAL PURCHASE! NEW SPRING
SKIRTS
Exceptional Values !
Large selection !
Sizes 22 to 38 !

GUARANTEED TO OUT PERFORM
ALL OTHER SETS
Regardless of Distance !

11/TAIV Ty
•

1957

FULL SIZE DELUXE CONSOLE
'

BRAND
NEW

LOW

MODEL

Price

New

249"

(First Judicial District)
(Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard

EASY
TERMS

and Graves Counties)
(Subject to the Democratic Primary, May 28, 1957)

i

-,--_- k
Model mass Mahogany Color Console.
21' overall diagonal picture tube. 262 sq.
in. rectangular picture.

Mr. Roberts, having served twelve years as County

Fulton

ed with prayer by Mrs. Joe
Neathery.
During the social hour refreshments were served. Each
member had bought a homemade valentine and those with
a handkerchief shower were
presented to Mrs. Loyd Henderson as she is leaving our W.

III
THE MAillit
several tarnished pieces to demonstrate.
AUrOYATIC
Mrs. Percy King, landscape
WASHER
leader, gave her timely informSr
ation, now is the time, and
See Ireepej
best way to plant peas, add
Mapes, deem
some blue grass seeds to your
payamtne
down
Law
lawn and gave a list of garden
sad Nan Terms
seeds recommended.
The meeting adjourned to BENNETT ELECTRIC
fidese
217 Maim
meet. in March.

Commonwealth Attorney

,
•
,

I

CRUTCHFIELD W. M. U.
HAS REGULAR MEETING,
MRS. SHELTON PRESIDES
Nelle Hardy W. M. U. of
Crutchfield Baptist Church met
at the church for its regular
meeting with 12 members, 11
visitors and one new member,
Mrs. Charles Saddler, present.
Mrs. Macon Shelton presided
over the business session in the
absence of the president, Mrs.
Lewis Patric. Mrs. .i. R. Elliott gave the devotional from
Psalms 127. The program was
presented by Mn. J. R. Elliott and Mrs. Loyd Henderson.
A short play was presented by
the G. A's then the W. M. U.
had a short play by Mesdames
Loyd Henderson, Harry pitman, J. R. Loll and Charles
Saddler. The meeting was clos-

FOR
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FURNITURE (0
Walnut St.

Ky.
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OK LAUNDRY -- SANITONE CLEANERS
Phone 130

HARRY lock' ROBERTS
Clinton, Ky.

Stop in TODAY at

East State Line

Correction please! Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Reeves, Mr. and
Mrs. Alec King, were guests
Saturday night week at a fish
supper in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Carl*, instead of
the Reeves home. Sorry.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Brown,
and children, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Bill
Brown
Saturday
night. Mr. Bill Clark, also visited in the Brown home a few
day, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wells,
formerly of this community,
now residing in Union City,
celebrated their golden wedding anniversary, Sunday with
open house frome 2 until 5.
Those
attending - from
the
church, were Mr. and Mrs.
John R. Melton, Mr. and Mrs.
Jasper Elliott, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilton Hold, and Rhonda.
Mrs.
Mary
Wilson,
Mrs.
Shirley Morrison, were hostesses, Saturday afternoon to a
pink and blue shower, in the
home of Mrs. Orvin Morrison,
for Mrs. Johnny Hazlewood. A
large group of ladies attended
and many nice gifts were received.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison,
lost their home last week by
fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Simpson,
spent Friday night, with Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Pinkston, of
Milan.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morrison,
visited relatives here over the
week-end.

L HEATER

. Nothing

25c each;five for $1

Mrs. George Elliott •

PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
MEET FEBRUARY 14
The Palestine Homemakers
met Thursday, February 14 in
Mrs. Mary Cruce spent Wedan all day meeting at the
nesday afternoon, with Mrs.
Community House.
Daisie Bondurant. and Clarice.
The meeting opened with the
Mesdames Roy Cruce, Daisie
Bless
group
singing "God
Bondurant. Guy Johnson, Neal
America" followed with devoScreace, and Miss Clarice Bontional by Mrs. Harry Murphy,
durant, attended
the Cayce
closed with prayer.
homemakers at the home of
Mrs. Harry Murphy, reading
Mrs. L31," Shuck, Thursday.
chairman, gave her report and
We are sorry to hear of
list of good books to read and
the serious illness, of Mr. John ,• PIERCE STATION asked each member to bring
•
Lowe
Hospital.
Charles
the
Haws
Graham, in
Mn.
an editorial to the March meetWe wish him a speedy recoving at which time there will
ery.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Dugan be a round table discussion.
Miss Mary Ann Simpson, of of Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs,
Some highlights of Farm
Murray State College, spent G. J. Lay, of Jackson, Tenn.,
Home Week was given by Mrs.
Thursday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ishum Conner.
Bertha McLeod and some inand Mrs. A. Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford,
We are sorry to hese, Mrs. of Dyersburg, were Sunday formation Oh 4H work. She
W. A. Campbell is in the Ful- guests of Mrs. Mattie Rogers. also reminded the club of the
Recreation Workshop at Dawton Hospital. We Wish her a
Albert Mayhall, is in Haws
son Springs in March and urgspeedy recovery.
Hospital for a few days. We
ed them to have a member atMrs. Ella Holly, had as her hope he can be home soon.
tend.
week-end guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard
Mr. and Mrs.
Recreation was then enjoyed,
Rob Burns, of St. Louis, Mo. Adams, of Martin, were SunThey also visited their parents. day afternoon guests of Mr. led by Mrs. Hillman Collier
with two- clever contests.
Mr. Sam Burns, and Mrs. Betty and Mrs. Bud Stem.
A pot luck lunch was serPruett, in Fulton.
Mr. Emmett Reece, is on the
We are sorry to hear Almus sick list. Mr. and Mrs. Robert ved at noon by hostesses, MesWalls, was carried (o Bushart Rogers, visited in Hickman, dames Mary Browder and Dein
Harwood.
Hospital, in Fulton, Saturday Sunday.
After lunch the meeting callmorning. We wiih—liliii - a
We extend sympathy 111_
speedy recovery.
John. Mathews, in the loss of ed to order discussion on finMrs. Roy Cruce, spent Sun. her sister, Mrs. Emma Beni- ishing the new kitchen cabinets
night, with relatives in Mem- field, who passed away recent- recently built. It was decided
phis, Tenn..
ly, at her home in Dyersburg. to have a work day soon and
Mrs. Daisie - Bondurant, and
Mrs. Omer Smith, is on the improve house and premises.
Major lesson was given by
with sick list. Riley Smith, has been
Clarice spent Monday
Mrs. J. B. Inman, and Mr. and suffering from a sore foot, but leaders, Mesdames M. R. JeffMrs. Denver Bradshaw, near is better now.
ress and Roy Bard on "Dish
Ridgely, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Carson, Washing" and demonstrated the
Rev, and Mrs. Claude Smith- and grand-children, of Dyers- easier and harder way to do
river. and family of the Horn- burg, spent Sunday afternoon the work, also cleaning silver
beak circuit, Term., visited Rev. with Mr. arid Mrs. John Mat- in a bath and made up some
and Mrs. L. A. Smithmyer, hews.
silver polish and used it on
fr
Monday.
Rev. L. A. Smithmyer, is
holding a revival meeting near
Covington, Tenn.
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Phone 'lag

Attorney of Hickman County, is now seeking ad-

issith EXTRA Features mewl EXTRA Parfet-memo and Enjoyment

vancement to Commonwealth Attorney, and will ap-

ROPER TV SERVICE

preciate your support.

306 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 307

Farmer Do Less Credit Buying
Of nearly half the families in the
United States who do installment buying farmers are the group least likely
to use this type of credit, according to
the U. S. Department of Agriculture
household management specialists.
Their reason for lesser use of this
type of buying may be that many have
other sources of credit, or because they
don't receive regular pay checks to
tie into installment plans.
The most frequently found installment customers are in the middle-income class. At least half of those making $9,000 to $7,500 a year had installment debts. But so did nearly onethird of the families with annual incomes of $10,000 or more. Twelve percent of American families put onefifth or more of their incomes into installment payments.
Lack of resources is only one reason

for using installment credit. Some
people prefer to think of large purchases in terms of regular payments,
turning their money management problems over to credit agencies! At times
it may be worth the price of credit to
be able to use the article purchased
while it is being paid for.
It seems likely that many people are
not aware of the amount they pay for
credit buying, for buying on the installment plan always costs more than
paying cash. Interest rates vary, depending on the kind of credit and
whether or not insurance cost and
other fees are figured as part of the
cost of credit.
While use of credit is a matter for
personal decision, consumers should
consider the additional cost and decide whether cash or credit is best for
them.

What One New Plant
Means To A City
The following article recently released by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce is an up-to-date summary of
community benefits realized from new
industry, which we thought you might
like to study.
In the case of the Federal Prison
project currently being considered for
Fulton, bear in mind that the average
salary will be substantially higher
than that normally paid for all levels
of factory work.
When a new industrial plant is
established in a community bank deposits increase, personal income advances, spending goes up. These developments, of course, are the cardinal
reasons for seeking new factories.
For the first time a recent study
has indicated precisely how profound
are the changes which can occur when
a new industry comes to a city. A survey by the United States Chamber of
Commerce in nine small cities shows
that when 100 new factory workers
are added to a community, these de-

velopments follow:
• 296 more people added to the
community, including 51 more school
children.
• $590,006 more personal income
a year.
• $270,000 more in bank deposits.
• 107 additional cars.
• $360,000 more in retail sales a
year.
• Four additional retail establishments.
The Chamber of Commerce survey
involved counties of the south and
east. Although smaller communities
were selected for the study, the chamber pointed out many of the characteristics would be applicable also to
larger cities and to metropolitan areas.
Obviously, with the advantages of
increased trade, a new factory with
new families also may add to cornmunity problems such as traffic,
schools and housing. But the increased
prosperity provides the means for
building a finer city.

Is The Bible Out Of Date?

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

understand.
The important point to bear in mind
is that the Bible does not teach these
scientific errors. The makeup of the
universe interested the author least of
all. He wrote about the beginning of
the world only to tell what God had
made known — that God had created
it. He was interested in religious
truths, not natural history.
THE PERSON WHO believes the
Bibe can accept scientific discoveries
about how long it took the world to
evolve. The Bible and the science book
are speaking of things entirely different.
Religion and science complement
each other. One does not substitute for
the other. Together they give us aknowledge that is complete, each in
its own field.
THE MAN WHO wrote the first
chapters of ,Genesis did not know
much about the workings of natural
forces. Yet he expressed a wisdom unknown to many today who have this
knowledge. He voiced a truth God had
revealed, which never before or after
has been put so eloquently. "In the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth . .."
"Know thyself" means this, that you
get acquainted with what you know,
and what you can do.
—Menander
Nothing will make us so charitable
and tender to the.faults of others, as,
by self-examination, thoroughly to
know our own.
—Fenelon
No one who has not a complete
knowledge of himself will ever have
a true understanding of another,
—Novalis
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Mrs.
Catherine
Thompson,
Home
Demonstration
Agent,
was notified today that Miss
Pauline Waggoner of Crutchfield 4-H Club had won first
place at the National Club
Congress in Chicago on :i blue
linen outfit, which she had
made in her 4-H Club work.
The building at 311 Walnut
Street formerly occupied by
Tittsworth
Radio Shop, has
been redecorated and is now
occ u pi e d j ointly by Miss
Frances Galbraith and
Mrs.
Georgia Hill. Miss Galbraith
will operate her millinery business, and Mrs. Hill has removed her beauty shop to this
new location.

"You're fired retroactively
pay back two weeks'sa/aryr

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By Rev. Bruce Vawter,
author of A Path Through Genesis
THE AUTHOR of the Book of
Genesis says that the world was made
in six days. Geology teaches that the
world was gradually formed over a
period of millions of years. The author
of Genesis thought of the world as
flat. We know that it is round. How,
then, can we say that the Bible is God
speaking through men?
If I tell you that I saw a marvelous
sunset last night, you would not accuse me of disagreeing with science,
even though science tells us that the
sun doesn' move. You know that I was
using an accepted figure of speech; a
popular description, not a scientific
observation. There are many Such
things in the Bible.
FOR EXAMPLE, the author of
Gensis arbitrarily divided the story of
creation into six days' work. Why did
he do this? First of all, heiwished to
insist on the holiness of the seventh
day then ebserved by the Jews as the
Sabbath. He pictured God as resting
on the seventh day, to give an example
to his people.
He knew that God did not really
rest. Just as he knew that God did not
talk and take counsel with Himself,
and that he did not walk in a garden
in the cool of the day.
THIS WAS A HOMELY, earthy
way of speaking of God which would
appeal to a simple, uneducated people.
We use the same principle when we
speak of "God's anger" or "wounding
God" through sin. We call it "anthropomorphism," that is "manlikeism."
Speaking of God in human terms
sometimes makes Him easier for us to

!STRICTLY BUSINESS'

He fancies himself enlightened, because he sees the deficiencies of
others; he is igaorant, because he has
never reflected on his own.
—Bulwer
Self-knowledge is an everlasting
task.
—Christopher Harvey
Know thyself, and God will supply
the wisdom and the occasion for a
victory over evil.
—Mary Baker Eddy

Wednesday night and attended
by the membership a committee was busy Thursday working out plans to reduce the
indebtedness of the church approximately $22,000 or about 50
First
present
percent. The
Methodist church building was
constructed here in 1927 during the time that Rev. J. V.
Freeman was pastor. The edifice, which is a $100,000 structure is one of the finest in
this section. Since it was erected, despite the years of depression, the church indebtedness has been steadily reduced.
The purpose of the meeting
Wednesday night was to inaugurate plans, with the endorsement of the membership,
which will mean another reduction.

Mr Newhouse, said, is the Xray machine which correctly
and scientifically aide in properly
fitting
shoes. This
machine exposes every contour
of the foot and is invaluable
in selection shoes that are
comfortable.

Kentucky

Windage

Homemakers
The Palestine
monthly
regular
their
held
meeting last week in the home
of Mrs. Leslie Nugen, with Mrs.
Gus Browder presiding over the
business session. The committee reported on the light project for the school with further action approved. The lesson subject was given by Mrs.
Harvey Pewitt. Mrs. Thompson
home agent, gave the minor
project. Mrs. Clyde Burnett
discussed the subject of Ceylon.

Paul Durbin, foster - son of
Mr. and Mrs. Purcell of this
city, is making a !word for
himself In the fistic woild.
After / copping
the
Golden
Gloves championship in
his
division at the University of
Kentucky he entered the national matches at Chicago Monday night and knocked out his
W• have complete stocks d
opponent in the first round_

In the center of the floor of
the City National Rank lies a
silver dollar, and it has lain
there for 52 years. At various
times people have stooped to
pick it up. but they can't get
it because it's cemented to the.
floor, and ye curious ed unearthed this little story about
it last Monday which I wonder how many of you know:
Back one day in 1903 the
new City National Bank building was having its white tile
floor laid, when in walked the
late Judge Henry F. Taylor
Judge Taylor pulled a silver
dollar from his pocket and asked that one of the little white
marble squares be left out of
the center of the floor and his
dollar inserted in its place, "so
he would always have money
in the bank."
N. G. Cooke and the others
agreed and it was so done,
and the act was watched by a
Mr E. McClain. That's the
story of how it got there, but
that isn't all.
Time passed and you good
folks of the Ken-Term area
gradually wore the face off the
dollar with the years.
Then in 1955 the Bank reworked the floor. The smooth
silver piece was left in place
but turned over on its back
side. As this little job was being accomplished, who should
walk in the bank but the same
E. McClain of Union City, who
was present that day, 50 years
before, when it was first set
In place.
Bank officials have never
gotten over it!

London "Economist" reports
that prior to 1943 Arabs in
some parts of North Africa
ordered their wives to wall
about 20 paces to rear Oi `husbands as they .mrii,ed 'irom
village to village. Suddenly,
were given
however, wives
prominent position at head of
parade, walking about 20 yards
ahead of husbands. Explanation of this sudden social revolution: countryside had been
with
seeded
heavily
rather
land mines.

Following a business meeting and banquet held at the
First Methodist Church here

South Fulton played well in
the Obion County Basketball

Tournament held at Obion last
week but lost out in the final
rounds.
Bert Newhouse, who
has
been engaged in retail shoe
business in Fulton for many
years, stated here yesterday,
that he expects to ovn his
new, modernistic shoe store on
Main Street this Saturchy. The
new store will be known as
Bert's Shoe Store, and is located at 209 Main Street next
door to Bennett's Drug Store.
Perhaps the news innoNation,
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Plus — OPERATION COLD FEET (Color(artoon)

5 B-I-G DAYS STARTING SUNDAY!
WHAT-A-GUY WAYNE
IN A WONDERFULil
NEW ENTERTAINMENT!
'4r

The life-inspired story
of Commander "Bpig"
Wead—who parlayed
$14, a redhead's love
and a pair of crutches
into world fame!

14.

A

ol

Not since their "Quiet
Man" have Wayne and
director John Ford
brought you such
laughs and excitement!
Sta
*
Pawn

JOHN
"WAYNE
DAN DAILEY
MAUREEN• O'HARA

FROM THE FILES:—

The District Basketball Tournament, composed of teams
from Carlisle, Hickman and
Fulton Counties will be held at
the Science Hall gym here,
March 4, 5 and 6th. Drawings
for positions were held Saturday afternoon at the Cayce
High SchooL Fourteen teams
will participate in the tournament, and winners will go to
Tournament at
the Regional
Murray, March 12 and 13th.

Ai

Sodden expense
May loom oheod.
Stop your worry —
Get a loon instead.

The American Dental Association forsees a "sharp decline"
in tooth decay during the next
20 years, crediting "elimination
of dental caries as a major
factor in dental disease
"Dental caries", you know,
is the decay that can so well
be curbed by adding flourine
in the drinking water.
Another unusual local. item
Local dentists, state that with
that probably only a— bored
hereabouts, the
no fluorine
guest at a dinner wouletotice: ..DA won't get any favorable
There are thirteen odd Itjuares -Statistical help from Fulton.

aTURNING BACK THE CLOCK —

Dear
Thu:
write
about
swere

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRI(

Uncle Hiram's
aversion to
tractors was well known. He
farmed his hundred acres entirely with horses. But an enterprising tractor salesman persuaded the old man to let him
put on a demonstration
"Mighty fine, young feller,
mighty fine." admitted Uncle
Hiram after ,t was over. "Come
around when you get those 200
horses in that there engine to
produce fertilizer and I'll buy
one."
We are advised that the
Permanent R,ectwd Co., P. 0.
Box 187, Memphis, Tenn., is
from
notices
obit
clipping
newspapers, pasting them on a
black -edged card, printing the
23rd Psalm on the other side,
placing card in a plastic case,
and sending same to the family of the deceased. Accompanying letter states the citrd —
the "Memorial Obituary" —
may be kept if the receiver
will send in $1
No one is obligated to pay
for any merchandise he receives without solicitation. Nor
do they have to return the
merchandise.

tione

or Inv
*red h
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Public
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they I
curate.

DAYTON V-BELTS

Bill Holland was taken to
the
Mayfield
Hospital
this
week for mastoid treatment

ay P. W.
in the ceiling of Smith's Rose
Room that don't match the rest
of the stuff. They're sorts hard
to see and you have to be
real bored with the dinner
speaker to look long enough to
search them out, but they're
there.
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PATRICIA LATANE
LATANE
(PATRICIA
•nswers
no question. in parson. Addinsios all
communic•tione to
her c/e THE
watch for answer In
NEWS end
this column. Questions
regarding
modidlnik heaith can beet be •n
swered
your physician; quee•
by
lions ragard.ng handling of mon•y
or investments can best be answNEWS
ered by your banker.
provides this column purilly as •
public forum and does not accept
any responsibility for th• answers
many
in
cases
offered, although
they have proved tiatrentionly accurate.)

THE

want you to answer some more
for me, please.
I asked you about J. N. and
me last week, so I will ask
you another one. I know just
at this time, he is kinds on a
spat right now, and I do believe he lover me. Will things
work out so we can get married? If so, when?
Thanks,
H. R.

Dear Pal,
This is my second time to Dear H. R.
Yes things will work out so
write you. I was very happy
about my questions you an- you can get married but it will
swered for me last week. I be in December of this year or
January of next year.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Wadies, Cloaks and Mos
Mess of All Mole As.
%hely Repaired at Low Ong
b7—

Dear Miss Latane,,
As I have wondered so much
how my husband lost his pocketbook, three years ago. It
contained between $20 and $30
and
some
papers
if
you
will, please tell me how it
went. Did he lose it or did
some one get it.
Thank You
M. S. K.
Deer M. S. K.
Your husband dropped his
purse when he pullesi something from his pocket/ and it
was picked up by a Negro, I
would say a female, who most
have been helping you. This
Negro has been known by you
for quite some time and you
trust her very much and think
she is your friend.

just let him pass un by. I love
him very much, but he is awful jealous of me now, and I'm
afraid we may not get along
too well, if we were married.
I've always been true to him,
but still he is jealous of me
without a cause.
Please advise me what to
Jo.
Yours,
A. L M.
Dear A. L. M.
Yes marry this man, he will
be good to you. After you're
married he will lose part of
his jealous strikes, and the
longer
you're
together
the
more he will get away from
this; he has not been • in any
position to ask you to wait,
and he has been afraid you
would find someone else and
he does love you very much
and he is afraid something will
happen and he will lose you.
Dear Patricia Latane,
Will you answer a few questions for me?
Should I move to town or
go ahead and build my new
house? Will I ever stop having nervous spells? Is there a
cause of my body for me being so nervous? Will I have
any more children? Does my
husband love me?
Sincerely,
R. P. T.
Dear R. P. T.
Go ahead and build your
house. Yes you will stop having nervous spells. No, you
will not have more children.
Yes, your husband loves you
very much.

M11110111111111111111•411111111MalifigNIMMINI are the proud parents of a son
born, Jan. 25 at 8:45 a,. m. at
Haws Memorial Hospital. The
baby weighed seven pounds,
three ounces.

NEW

• ARRIVALS
DEPT.
It's A Boy
We congratulate Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Fuller of Fulton,
Route 4, on the birth of an
eight pound baby boy, Jahnnie
Lee, born Jan. 29, at 11:48 a.
m. at Fulton Hospital.
It's A Girl
Mr. and Mrs. C. B Johnson
of Fulton are the proud parents of a daughter born Jan.
28 at 8:50 a. in. at Jones Hospital. The baby weighed eight
pounds, two ounces.
It's A Boy
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy

Neely

acts so different with me, and
will we ever be happy like
we used to be?
Will we ever get our place
paid for, and improved like we
aiimminsinallne
want it?
0. G.
Dear 0. G.
FOR THE
Yes you will get your, place
paid for and later you will
have some improvements made.
As to why your husband is so
different with you is that he
Is going with another woman;
IN GOOD
but he hasn't seen her in several weeks they haven't had a
Hi Pat,
Dear Patricia Latane,
chance to be alone, 15ut this
Glad you are in the News
Will you answer some ques- won't last very much longer
again. Would like your advice. tions for me? Where Is my and you will pick up your
I've been going with a man for son, and when will we see lives again.
over 4 years. He has a wife, him?
but they are not living toWill he marry soon, or what Dear Patricia Latane,
gether.
year? Will he marry a girl off
We had a male beagle hound
He tells me he loves me and from here, that he is writing to disappear in '52. I think is
that
I
am
the
only
woman
he
money?
his
saving
to? is he
SEE
the year. What happened to
has ever been in love with. He What, kind of work, and where, the dog, was he killed, or
as getting a divorce and wants will he do later?
stolen?
me to marry him. I'm not too
Will he own his home here,
C. P.
sure of his love, although he or away? What did I send him
Dear C. P.
has been • gentleman in every Feb. 14.
Your doe was killed by a
way to me.
Thank you very much, neighbor but it was an accident
FURNITURE CO.
I have been married once to
R. M.
and he was afraid it would
a guy who treated me very Dear R. M.
cause trouble so he buried the
207 CHURCH ST
badly, and because of no fault
Your eon is North, you will dog.
of my own. So now, I am a- see him in May. No, he will
PHONE 35
fraid of men.
not marry before August 1958 Dear Miss Latane,
Should I marry this man, or and he will marry a girl aWe are a young couple, who
way from here but not the one have just started out. I would
he is writing to now. Yes he like to know if we will ever
is saving a little money, not own our home, and when. We
too much. He will work in are planning on buying a car.
Chicago or Detroit in a factory. is this a wise move? Also will
He will own his home away we be happy?
from here. Home-made candy
Also, I would like to know
With each 100 chicks bought from us
was mailed to him on Febru- if iny mother will ever be
ary 14.
happy? If so, when?
after Wednesday Feb. 27 we will give a
Sincerely,
Dear Miss Latane,
M. J. B.
up
picked
was
billfold
My
Dear M. J. B.
in
$48.00
had
It
in a store.
Yes, my dear you will be
bills and an amount of change, happy; yes your mother will
plus my drivers license, social be happy again as she will
security, insurance cards and take a new look on life the
my daughter's car title.
middle of the summer. Yes you
Please tell me what is left will own your own home but
back?
it
get
ever
I
Will
In it
not anytime soon. I think you
Who has it? Or has he dispos- would be wiser to buy a home
I
where.
ed of it and if so,
in place of the car as you
would like to know also where don't need the car. My sugthe person lives.
gestion to you is to buy the
Sincerely
home, then the car.
0. M. H.
P. S. Is my daughter happy
overseas? Is my grand-daugh- Save Money — Shop In Fulton
ter's step-father good to her?
We are NOW HATCHING! Hatches off
How soon will it be before
they will be home?
each Wednesday: pullets, cockerels or
Thank You.
Dear 0. M. H.
Across From The
straight run.
It was picked up by a woman in your town, this woman
Coca-Cola Plant
only lives a short distance
from you and is known by
ALL THE NEW BURPEES 1957 varieties
you. Her initials are M. R. She
has burned the papers and-the
of Seed on hand Bulk or package.
purse. Yes your daughter is
happy, the step father could
be better; he does little things
that makes the child simple in
the Mother's eyes. It will be
10 months before they come
home.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

BEST

USED

FURNITURE
EXCHANGE

ATTENTION CHICK RAISERS

FREE

25-LB. BAG OF

Browder's Mash
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1: Donna Pat Mills,
.v017 B . .
To You!' March
Lawson Roper, Carolyn Anne
"woo

Lawson, Mrs. Joe M. Reed,
Mrs. Virgil King, Joyce Faulkner; March 2: Mrs. Johnny
Holland , Judy Hendon, Shirley Ann Johnson; March 3:
Mark Sharp, Kate Bowlin, Howard Edwards, Mrs. Em Griffin: March 4: Joy Fagan,
Bobby Joe Craddock. Mrs. Roy
Latta, Mrs. J. D. Hopkins,
March 5: David Daniel, Mrs.
K. M. Winston, Monroe Luther,
Mrs. Edna Strange, Mrs. Harry
Shupe, Mrs. S. E. Campbell. *

It's A Girl
•
0.
Congratulations to Mr. and
•
Mrs. Buford McGuire, Fulton,
•ilh.
on the birth of a daughter,
born Jan. 27 at 3:25 p. m. at
Happy
Birthday: February
Jones
Hospital.
The
baby
weighed six pounds, 12 ounces. 27: Mrs. Thad Fagan, Mary B.
Paschall, Mrs. H. L. Jamison,
February 28: Mrs. Will WillIt's ;A Boy
Mr. and Mrs Harold Byrd of ingham, Edwin Bondur an t,
Plymouth, Mich. are the proud Mrs. Leslie Weaks, Corinne
parents of a son born, Febru- Lovelace, Martin H. Warren;
ary 8. The baby weighed seven
pounds, seven ounces, and was proud parents of a baby girl,
named Steven Lynn. Mr. and Terri Dawn born at the MurMrs. Byrd are formerly of Ful- ray Hospital, Feb. 15. The baby
weighed six pounds, 13 ounces.
ton japute I.
Mr. Omar is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Omar of FulAll types of Insurance
It's A Boy
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Sexton ton.
SAVE ! GET our
of Dukedom are the proud
IVs A Boy
parents of a son, born FebruPACKAGE DEAL
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Vaughn
ary 8 at 8::50 p. m at Jones
Hospital. The baby weighed of Fulton, Route 1, are the
"Covering everYlIdar
proud parents of a baby boy
seven pounds four ounces.
born February 20, at 5:45 p.
WE Nast Walnut St.
at Fulton Hospital. The
It's A Boy
Phone ON
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cherry baby weighed seven pounds Patton, Ky.
of Martin, Route 2, are the and ten ounces.
proud parents of a six pound
son, born February 9, at 8:18
a. m. at Haws Memorial Hos• •• • • •
••
••
pital.
•

DEWEY JOHNSON

It's A Girls
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Tarkington of 504 Walnut St. are
the proud parents of a seven
pound, five ounce baby girl
born at 4 a. m., Feb. 5 at Haws
Memorial Hospital.

.•• •Are you a • .
I
in waiting •. :

It's a Girl
We congrptulate Mr. and
Mrs. William L. Hale of Union
City, on the birth of an eight
pound, four ounce baby girl
born, Feb. 3, at 11:50 a. m. at
Fulton Hospital. The baby has
been named Cynthia Joan.

•

...... •

It's A Girl
We congratulate Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Crider of Fulton,
Route 4, on the birth of a
baby girl, born Feb. 11, at
11:55 a. m., at Fulton Hospital. The baby weighed seven
pounds, 14 ounces.
It's A Boy
Mr. and Mrs. Eston Grogan
of Arlington, Route 1, are the
proud parents of a baby boy,
born Feb. 11, at 11:55 p. m•, at
Fulton
Hospital. The
baby
weighed seven pounds, five
ounces.
It's A Boy
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Vaughn of Fulton,
Route 3, on the birth of a
seven pound, nine ounce baby
boy. The baby was born at
7:55 a. in., Feb 12, at Haws
Memorial Hospital.
It's a Boy!
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs.- John Gatlin, who are the
proud parents of a baby boy,
born Wednesday morning Feb.
20, in a Paducah hospital. The
baby wieighed 5 lbs. 2 oz.
It's a Girl!
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Omar of
the
are
Kentucky
Benton,

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

PLENTY FREE

FULTON HATCHERY

State Line, across from Browder Mill

Dear Patricia Latane,
I enjoy reading your answers, and advice in the paper.
Will you please answer some
questions for me? I would like
to know just why my husband

NOW IS THE TIME TO

IRA

PARKIN!

Free Dividends

Phone 483

OIT THAT

Lake Street Ent
All Favorite Brandi,

LET US FILL YOUR

ON THE MONEY YOU SPEND

with TINY BONDS
Tiny Bonds is a saving plan for your family
purchases. With each 25c purchase you will
be given one "Tiny Bond." with a 50c pur-

BIN
Wises Yoe Slop al Hotel Claridge

You'l see what we mean the moment you
enter-the beautiful Claridge lobby. And, your
complesly refurnished and air conditioned
room even contains a complimentary TV ten
Next trip, be sure you get that "At Horn*
Away From Home" feeling .. stay at
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel.
• Nob 0~4414 Parlrbeg

chase two "Tiny Bonds," etc. Paste them

COAL

filled bring to our store and you will be

Cold Weather

given $1.00 in merchandise of your own

Is Ahead!

selection, a cooperative — profit-sharing

Don't Run Loyd

plan which adds purchasing power to the

Why wait .. buy an
asolosal°1111.1."1111."1".•

water heater

NOW

Hot water waits for you at every tap when you
have an electric water heater. Any time of day
or night there's plenty of hot water for all your
family's needs. No controls to set or regulate.
Never a waiting moment! Buy an electric water
heater now.
why worry?
enjoy the safety and convenience
of on electric water heater.

in the book given you. When the book is

dollars you spend.
Immediate Delivery
All Sizes On Hand.

TINY BONDS MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
FOR LESS
GO FARTHER
• •. •

CITY COAL CO,

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Live Bitter Electrically with
wit OMR
igerMISO.%

FULL

HOUSEPOWER

Full HOUSEPOWER provides for more convenient, economical use of appliances you now
own—and those you will add in the future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSEPOWER is art
investment in better living. Call our office or ask
your electrician about the Certified HOUSE• POWER plan.

•04111,44 Dear 14 bee

Hotel Claridge
MEMPHIS' MOST MODERN NOM

TELEPHONE I

408 Lake Street

Phone 70 and 428

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

HOSPITAL NEWS

RENTALS: Hospital beds, baby
Page 10 The Fulton News, Thursday, Feb. 28, 1967 •
CHESTNUT GLADE beds, rollaway beds, vacuum
atri. Harvey Vaughn • cleaner, polishers. They're at

TIME TO PLANT TREES

Those who failed to get their
early garden planted last week
will have to wait, for some
more sunny days, due to the
rain this Monday morning.
Howe
The Chestnut Glade
Demonstration Club, met at the
C. R. Reams home last Thursday, with • very good attendance.
Mrs. Sallie Nanney observed
her ninteith birthday last Sunday at the home of her son,
J. B. Nanney. She doesn't
seem to be improving very
much, after her recent attack
of, the flu. Mrs. James Clark,
stays with her during the day.
Mrs. Clavis Nanney. spent
last Saturday, with Mrs. Sallie
Nanney.
Mr. Will Hagler suffered an
attack of Colic last week causing him to feel badly for several days. Mr. Hagler, is 95
years of age.
Mr. Ed Thomas remains in
a very critical condition. Mrs.
Thomas who has been an invalid, for more than four years,
appears to be about the same.
Mrs. Em Griffin, who has
been almost bedfast for several
weeks, was not so well last
week. She will observe her
birthday next Sunday, March
3. Cards mean so very much
to these shut-in persons.
The Doudy family, moved to
the Horace Jones farm, which
purchased last
they recently
week. leThe two children entered school Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Morrison
spent the week-end with homefolks.

Wade's....and at a nominal
rectal fee. When extra guests
drop in, let Wade furnish the
extra bed "Trade with Wade
and Save."

The following were patients
in the local hospitals, Wednesday morning.
Fulton Hospital: Wm. Clark,
Wingo Rt. 1, Mrs. Cecil Gary,
CARD OF THANES
and baby, Mrs. Fred Ones!,
to thank my friends
wish
Stroud,
I
Radie
Earl Spicer, Mrs.
and neighbors for their kind
all of Clinton, Ky., Tom Prowords of sympathy, cards, the
vow, Miss Nancy Shaw, ThurChapel Hill Church, and also
man Wells, W. M. Halterrnan,
to those who sent flowers for
all of Hickman, Ky.; Mrs.
the funeral of my sister, Mrs
Virgil Clark and baby, Oalcton;
Emma Benefield, of Dyersburg
Luther Pickens, Water Valley,
May God's richest blessings be
Ky., Rt. 2; Mrs. R. V. Putnam,
with each and every one in
Sr., Mrs. Forester Edwards,
their hours of sorrow.
Mrs. Pete Green, George Ford,
Jim Withamson, Mrs. Clyde P.
Mrs. John Matthews
Williams, Sr., H. E. Boyd, Mrs.
B.
B.
Bizzle,
Ellis
Lu Estes,
ORPHANS' Education
WAR
Stephenson, Mrs. Lynn Taylor,
Program: U. S. Government
Mrs. Lynn Taylor, Mrs. Mike
has recently passed a proFry, Etta Mae Henderson, M.
Over LON trees per hoar have been planted by Illinois Central
gram of financial aid for the
L. Crooks, all of Fulton, Ky.
foresters using this mechanical ()linter developed by the Illinois
education of young men and
Haws Memorial: W. P. JetCentral Railroad in their shops.
women whose parents — W
tress, Mrs. Ben Moore, both of
WI, WWII or Korean veterGraham,
John
Crutchfield;
planter
tree
this
SEF.ING
IN
INTERESTED
FARMERS
ans — died of injuries or
Cayce; Mrs. Jewell Williams,
invited to a tree-planting demonstration on
diseases resulting from their
Dukedom; Mrs. Eugene Moody, at work are
Tueson
Fulton.
one
farm;
Terry
Generally,
of
mile
military service.
Norman
east
the
Wall,
Robert
Rt 2, Wingo; Mrs.
these children must be bem.
a.
10:00
at
6th
March
day
Martin, Rt. 3; Mrs. J. F. Ortween 18 and 23 Years of age
rick, Mrs. Lon Brown, Albert
Contact BRUCE BUSINESS
Mattie Butler, Mrs. Lorene NOTEBOOK—
INSTITUTE, Martin, TennesMayhall, E. E. Mount, Mrs. Rushing, Mrs. Dave Winfrey,
see, for further information
McMillin, Mrs. (Continued from Page One)
Floyd
Mrs.
assistance in applying fcrr
or
Torn
Haygood, Mrs.
James
Revlon ad I wasn't about to
aid.
this
Jones, Beatrice Canada, Shirley walk back through the woods
Dickerson, Mrs. Willie Brooks, to get home as the children
USED CARS: very little down
Rosie Beesley, Mrs. Adis Walk- wanted to. I took to the highpayment; very little weekly
way and I know that every
er, all of Fulton, Ky.
or monthly. See Ellis HeathHopPatricia
Hospital:
their
Jones
car that passed honked
cott or Dan Taylor at Taylor
to the musk of
kins, Paul Jones, Mrs. Curt horn at us to let us know
Chevrolet Company, Fulton.
Muzzell, Mrs. William Darnell, they recognized us. With my
THE MELODY MEN and baby, Mrs. John Allison, loud striped "sport" appanel,
ONE WINE, One blue velour
and baby, Mrs. Etta Frankurn, my plaid cap and my sodden
studio couch; each $110.00
9-piece orchestra
Mrs. Henry Hicks, Mrs. Rufus shoes, I don't blame them. It
value, only $59 50 and your
Sellars, !Joyce McDade, Ken- was a good case for blackmail
old suite Exchange FurniSmith,
neth Bradley, Mrs. Rosa
ture Compqny. Church
SATURDAY NIGHT Mrs. Robert Williams, Sandra And further .... I urge MaxStreet, Fulton.
Kimbro, David Sutten, all of well McDade to quit fencingMARCH 2
Fulton, Ky.; Mrs. Alfred in his livestock if rm going to
ADMIRAL Appliances- lead the
baby, Clinton; hike
Grubbs, and
the
to
station.'4.. and
field in quality products at
at the
Til Harrison, Hickman; Mrs. T. moveover the ministers of Ful- IILL UNDO OW RBIS smede
low, low prices. 12.3 .cu. ft.
while
H.
B.
wait.
yes
WeeremSer%
Palmersville;
J. Griffith,
refrigerator.
down
ton ought to have Sunday afupside
Shoe Shop. 204 MaheWoodruff, Ddkedo m; Glenn ternoon services ... I know I
locker
frozen food
Goodwin, Water Valley, Ky.
saw everyone of them ... and FOR SALE: Good, going major
with giant trade-in
they saw me..last Sunday afallowance. See Admiral Apbrand gas station doing good
STAHE RESIGNS
ternoon as they took a pleapliances at Wades. He's lookbusiness, local and transient.
ing for a trade. "Trade with
Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., son of sant afternoon drive and as I
Old established business.
Union City, Tenn.
Wade and Save."
Judge and Mrs. Elvis Stahr of took a hike that made the
Write Box 441, Union City,
=MP
NM
NM
Hickman and Dean of the Uni- death march at Bataan seem
Tennessee.
NOW is the ume to get your
versity of Kentucky Law like walk around the corner.
Dancing 9-12
OR RENT: Floor sanding insTypewriter and Adding MacSchool, has resigned to become
(Couples only)
chine and electric floor wadshine Overhauled. See Cleo
vice-Chancellor of the UniverListen to WFIJL for basketer and electric •-••••-aum dimmPeeples, Service Manager of
sity of Pittsburgh.
ball tournament play.
ers. Exchange
urniture Co.
The Harvey Caldwell ComPhone 35, Churcn Street
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
WANTED to
buy
standing

DANCE

CLASSIFIED ADS

VFW

£ven When you 5it on it,
E3A1)-tyregt `takeg it.

91

44y4 Don T-feroi2

timber. R V. Miles, Route
IF PARTY owning bridles and
2, Sharon, Tenn.
saddles that have been left
in my shop for six months
SPECIAL: 1110.00 Red plastic
Studio couch, only $59.50 and
does not call for them in 10
your old
suite. Exchange
days, same will be sold for
Wright's
Furniture Company, Church
Harness
charges.
Street, Fulton.
Shop, Fulton.

Long term,
CHEVROLET owners use gen- FARM LOANS
low, interest rotes on real
uine Chevrolet parts for best
erwite. Charles Cannon Phone
performance, service, satisfac61, Fulton.
tion. Available in Fulton on
ly at Taylor Chevrolet Company, "Your Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer in Fulton"
Lake Street, phone 38.
FARM LOANS

SOFT-uTE rubber-base paint
POLITICAL
only $4.95 gallbn. All popANNOUNCEMENTS
ular colors. Exchange FurniThe NEWS is authorized to
Company, Church
ture
announce the candidacies of.the
Street, Fulton.
following for office, subject to
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS: the Democratic primary May
To provide working capital, 28, 1957:
term.
long
interest,
low
COUNTY JUDGE
Stephenaon, Phone
Charlie
Homer Roberts
61, Fulton. John C. Bondurant
Dee L McNeill
-EUDY‘SHOIC ‘epalr offers you
prsompt, accurate servke at
FOR SHERIFF
moderate cost 204 Church
OL E. ("Red") Garrison
Street, Fulton.

FOR

USED CARS: We are in a position to offer the public good
used cars with nothing down
and up to 21 months to pay.
See Dan or Ellis at Taylor
Chevrolet. Lake Street, Fulton.

(a date I personally figure to be some-

where in the 1960's).

lowest Price Ever

This 10.1 cu. ft. low-cost Super Model is the big

"bonus baby" of'57! And these top-quality Frigidaire
features prove it beyond a doubt:
• Red Zero Zone Freezer — holds 44 lbs.
• Esau/dye Cycla-Matic Defrosting in refrigerator
section—you don't do a thing
• Four Full-Width Shelves—hold even the largest

•

You dan 5Pe 5eautyrest af--

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT ST.

PHONE 185

FULTON, KY.

FOR MAGISTRATE
(District Two)
Clyde Corum
A. L Cox
W. G. ("Bill") Keys
Marion 0. Champion

AT
LOW COST
—
WHY PAY MORE?

9x 9
LINOLEUM

Wick Smith Agency

BLOCKS

456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—

PLASTIC and INLAID
10c EACH

REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANY
Fulton

Church St.

JUST ARRIVED!

casseroles
Full-Width Glide-Out Porcelain Hydrator—hold,
over half a bushel

Fulton

Order Yours—Today

Filed and mailed

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

F. S. JOHNSON

PHONE 185

FULTON, KY.

model

& PRurrT TV

Main St.

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

MOHAWK CARPET
WALL-TO-WALL
OR ROOM SIZE
Let us
Let us
leurn,
rubber

figure our complete job.
figure your complete job
linoleum, asphalt tile,
tile and plastic blocks.

FULTON HARDWARE

Bring your repair jobs to

• Exclusive Safety-Seal Latch—opens with slight
pressure inside or out yet keeps door tightly sealed
• Big, Deep Storage Door with 5 removable shelves,
and special Butter Compartment

WALNUT ST.

WOOD

make—any

and Furniture Company
208 Lake Street
Phone 1
Reliable Party Male or Female
to service a route of Cigarette
machines. No selling or solicitPETE'S GARAGE
ing. Route% are established for
Fulton, Ky.
operator. Full or part time. Up U. S. 51 North
to $260 per month to start. WA
Across From Zippy Cafe
to $2,901 cash required which
secured. Please don't waste
24-HOUR WRECKER AND
our time unless you can secure
GARAGE SERVICE
are
the necessary capital and
sincerely Interested to eventuJUNK YARD
ally operate a $31,11114 annual
net boldness. Give full perilUSED CARS AND PARTS
ulars, phone number. Write
Phones:
Box 11303, Minneapolis, MinneGarage 9134; Home 1795
for *formation and inter-

Federal and State

"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"

Any

NEW 1957

Church St.

If I owned an ordinary mattress, you
can bet those edges would have broken
down long ago. And that's no small

COUNTif COURT CLEM
Kathryn Kelly Linn=
Patsy Harrison Gann

CLOSEOUT

FURNITURE COMPANY

tress as a chair.

FOR

MATTA() WASHER& standard
and automatic models. $LUM
and up. Sales mad asretee. FOR CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Bennett Electric, Phase 201.
John B. Stayton
"OP PRICES PAID for country
COMMISSIONER
TAX
FOR
eggs. Smith's Cafe.
Elmer Murchison
Mrs. Bessie Cloar Rose
FOR .SALE: One registered
Yorkshire boar Call Henry
Whitnel. telephone 864, FulSURE INSURANCE
ton.

EXCHANGE

point. When the edges of a mattress
sag, you can lose a lot of sleep over it.
However, my mattress is a Beautyrest,
with patented sag-proof edges that
stay (IBM as long as the mattress lasts

--huunmee--

WELLS DRILLED roe industry
List your
and homes. Modern equip/
Farm and town Property
ment, experienced workmen.
with the
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 361, /Viten. Ky.
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO. s
DAY OR NIGHT wrecker serSee them when you want
vice; phone 38 during the
to BUY OR SELL
daytime 'Ind 1917 or 1701-R
at night. Taylor Chevrolet JOS Main St.
Phone
Company, Fulton.

WALLPAPERS!
•
•

get sat on as well
as slept on. A lot of people (like
foe) like to use the edge of their mat.

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

•
•

•

ALL-NEW '57 FRIGIDAIRE
FOOD FREEZER-REFRIGERATOR

MATTRESSES

Long Term-Easy Payments

FOR THE BEST Demi ...on Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James O. Butts at The
Co.
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-1N Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.

INCOME TAX
REPORTS

4543 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky

Phone: 62; home 765

WEBB'S
Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierre-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 845

HURRY! ENDS SATURDAY! -- THE ANNUAL VALUE-PACKED

WESTERN AUTO EARLY BIRD SALE
Whole Store Full of Wonderful Values For The Family'

